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DED I CAT! O N
rpO THE seniors under

whose leadership we have
been proud to serve and which we strive to
match and reap the rewards of increasing wisdom
and judgment . . . To the seniors and their college
spirit engendered by four years of daily contacts,
and this spirit for which we see perpetual existence
in CPS alumni. Experience which culminates with
time to the faculty and discipline of school life, and
which we hope to carry on as part of the traditions
of CPS. Seniors, to your exemplification of leader
ship and spirit we dedicate the Tamanawas of 1934.
¬
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IN MEMORIAM
WILLIAM HOMER MARIS
F R A N C I S W. H A N A W A L T
LET US PAUSE A MOMENT WHILE
WE PAY A TRIBUTE OF MEMORY
TO TWO OF THE COLLEGE’ S MOST
BELOVED PROFESSORS.
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Portrait in oils by Rowena Clement Lung

DR. EDWARD HOWARD TODD
President of the College
I
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PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE

THE TICKER TAPE
T T 1 SIT some stock broker’s office and watch
V for a few moments the ticker tape . It is
endless . It never passes through but once . In

higher learning called LIFE. You have passed
through different grades of that school already.
College is a little world in itself . At least , we try
at CPS to make it such . Prerequisites for what is
before you have been offered by the College in
t6xtbooks, library , faculty and fellow students .
The ticker tape has told your story day by day to
classmates , parents and professors . Your stock is
listed . Its value is known .

reality it carries a story of men’s acts affecting
economic values.

The ticker tape of time is much more interest ¬
It carries a daily record of each individual
life . The old earth revolves at the rate of 1000
miles an hour , and flies along its well worn path
at the rate of nineteen miles per second . Com ¬
mencement day is rolling around at just that pace .
It is not a commencement at all . It is not an
“ endment ” either . It is a period marking a change
in the quotation of the ticker tape of time . The
moment you receive your diploma from the College
of Puget Sound , you have the evidence of having
gained an enviable distinction some may call it
honor by your effort as a college student . A
phase of life has ended , but life has not. You will
begin a new record , where examinations will come
upon you at any time from sympathetic or unsym ¬
pathetic onlookers. Your stock will go up or down
as these examiners estimate your worth .
ing.

—

But new values may be written in if wisdom is
sought crom One on high and from fellow “ livers.”
The ticker tape does not tell the same story twice
because the factors making the data change daily.
If your stock price range does not reach the level
which you wish , you ought to know how to remedy
it , having passed through college.

—

Let me recommend that you employ as a daily
tutor the One who said , “ Ask and ye shall receive ,
seek and ye shall find , knock and it shall be opened
unto you .” * If you employ Him and follow His
instruct ons, men will seek and pay well for part ¬
nership in your life.

Yes , you are going to enroll in a new school of

’" Matt . 7 :7 .

9

The context is interesting .

#1
RAYMOND G. DREWRY
Dean of the College

FAREWELL,
| T IS our belief that in coming to the College of
JL Puget Sound you made a wise decision. You
cast your

S E N I O R S!
we must look for solution of crucial, pressing world

problems.

lot with an organization which has had

an enviable history and which faces a brilliant

May I suggest several objectives for your con
sideration? First, so plan your program of life that
you may retain the buoyant health which has char
acterized your school days. Efforts are ineffectual
and life loses zest without this precious thing
called health. Second, it is only through honest
work and diligent study that you may master those
practical things which will enable you to make a
living, and those enriching things which will enable
you to live a life. Third, all wisdom and power
are valueless without character . From day to day
you are building a character with which you must
live forever. You can build a character which is a
constant source of joy to yourself and others .
¬

future. You have been privileged to enjoy the
fruits of years of the arduous labor of others ;
through your efforts, your co- operation, and your
devotion there has emerged a greater institution.

¬

As you leave your college work two motives
should be dominant. In the first place, you should
continue to develop to the full all those capacities
and powers which are your unique possessions.
Secondly, and of equal importance, you should
have the determination to make a contribution to
the welfare of society. It is largely to the wisdom
and the idealism of the college trained man that

10

(yl
LYLE FORD DRUSHEL
Dean of Women

TO THE SENIOR S OF 1934
T

WONDER what each of you will be thinking on
morning of June fourth as you face Presi
dent Todd to receive your diploma. Many of you
will find your minds occupied with externals—
what we may call the etiquette of the situation :
getting safely up the steps without tripping over
your lovely gowns, reaching with a graceful move
ment for your sheepskin, shifting your dangling
tassels at the prescribed moment, and getting down
to your seat again with a befitting dignity.

-L the

However, the majority of you will, I believe,
realize with regret that four very interesting and
happy years are drawing to a close and that you

¬

are going tomorrow into a strange, new world of

whose future no one now risks a prophecy.
Sherwood Eddy in his little book, ‘‘Am I Getting

¬

an Education,” quotes a recent graduate who lists
the following characteristics as tests of the growth

of an ideal personality :

‘‘1 . Intellectual alertness and initiative. 2. A
sense of honor and honesty 3. A sense of humor.
4. An appreciation of beauty, adventure, and ro

Some of you will frankly face the fact that all
this time you have hungered and thirsted for
credits, not knowledge, and that, as another senior
confesses, '‘
You now, having accumulated the re
quired number of points and having run the ex ¬
amination gauntlet , are officially excused from
hungering and thirsting longer.” You will be re
joicing on Commencement Day that the long grind
is over, that you can now admire your diploma,
sign your B. A . with a flourish, and consider your
self educated, retire to a life of purposeless leisure.

.

¬

5 . A love for humanity. 6. A creative
purpose in life. 7. Detachment from bondage to
things— we live within, yet money can buy only
the cheap externals of life— nothing within our ¬
selves. 8. Dedication of one’s self to a worthy
mance.

¬

¬

cause.”

What do you measure now, at graduation, by
this yard - stick ?

¬
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FRONT ROW TC&D, $ANSEIKO, JONES, COLLINS FkCKEL CRAPSES WEIR, DREWS V, STEVENS
!C ROW; REGISTER; SEWARD fAfcGEfc ROBBINS. CHAPMAN, ROBERTS, SINCLAIR, HENRY. SCHAFER
BACK

F A C U L T Y
Carol Angst
B. S.

Reverend

University of Washington
Director of Women’s Physical Education
three years

John S. Bell

Field Secretary six

John Paul

Pernina B. Collins

—

Secretary to the Bursar four years

years

Anna H. Crapser

A. M.— University of Washington
Professor of French 1 4 years

Bennett

B. F . A.— University of Nebraska
Music Head four years

Walter Scott Davis

A. M.— Cornell University
History and Political Science Head 26 years

Ellery Capen
M. B. A.— University of Washington
Professor of Business Administration three years

Walter A . Eichinger

M. M.— Northwestern University
Professor of Music Theory and Pipe Organ

Collidge Otis Chapman
Ph. D.— Cornell University
Associate professor of English two years

one year

Doris Fickel

Edna Warren Cheney

B . S. University of Washington

Assistant Registrar three years

Librarian three years

I. Chickenzeff

John
— University

Arthur L. Frederick

B. M. E .

of Southern California
Professor of Violin two years

A. M .— Northwestern University
Religious Education Head seven years

Ida Nowels Cochran

Louis 0. Grant

— College of Puget

John

Herron Art Institute
Professor of Art 1 3 years

A . B.

Sound
Director of Physical Education three years
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.

BACK ROW; 8ATTIN, MARTIN* WHEELER DAVIS-

F A C U L T Y
Arthur W. Martin

George F. Henry

M S.— Northwestern University
Professor of Chemistry eight years

—

Ph . D. ^University of Chicago
Professor of Mathematics nine years

Siegfried F. Herrmann

Catherine Matson

M. D.— University of Minnesota
Professor of Physiology and Student Medical
Advisor four years

Office Assistant five years

Frederick A. McMillin

O. Floyd Hite

M. S. Willamette University
Professor of Chemistry and Geology ten years

Leonard C. Jacobsen

A. M. University of Chicago
Registrar three years.

—

A . M. Kansas University
Professor of Education five years

—

Christian Miller

—

B. M. Northwestern University
Professor of Pianoforte three years

—

Julius P.

B. S.

Jaeger

A. M.— University of Washington
Professor of English five years

Martha Pearl

—

Warren L. Perry

University of Washington
Librarian seven years

John Dickinson Regester

Ph. D.— Boston University
Professor of Philosophy ten years

Jones

J. Russell Roberts

Northwestern University
Professor of Speech four years

A . M.

—

A. M .— State College of Washington
Professor of English and Journalism three years

Rowena Clement Lung

Bertha Woods Robbins
Ph. D.— DePauw University

State Teachers College & School of the Arts
( Santa Barbara )
Drawing
Instructor in
and Painting four years

Professor of Spanish five years
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FRONT kOW : IACCRSEN SLATER. W1LUSTON, McMtLLIN CAPfcN,
SACK ROWS BENNETT ElCHINCER, MILLER, CKICKAN2CFF -

F A C U L T Y
Charles Arthur Robbins

Blanche Whittier Stevens

A. B.— DePauw University
Bursar and Professor of Spanish 18 years

M. S.— Oregon State College
Professor of Home Economics seven years

Roy H. Sandberg

Warren Tomlinson

—

Ph. D. Carleton College
A. B.— University of Berlin

A . M.— State College of Washington
Head Coach three years

One year

Marvin R. Schafer

Homer M. Truitt

Ph . D.— University of Chicago
Professor of Sociology two years

B. M. E.— Illinois Wesley
Professor of Band one year

Mrs. Raymond S. Seward

Linda Van Norden

Secretary to the President 1 5 years

—

A. M. Stanford University
Professor of English four years

Raymond S. Seward

—

Ph . D.

Samuel Weir

Stanford University
Professor of Physics 1 1 years

—

Ph . D.

University of Jean
Professor of Education 12 years

Robert Daniel Sinclair

Edgar C. Wheeler

—

Ph. D. University of Iowa
Professor of Psychology four years

—

A. M . Beloite College
B. D.— Yale Divinity School
Associate Professor of Religious Education

James Rodenberg Slater

.

A. M — Syracuse University
Professor of Biology 1 5 years

two years

Frank C. Williston

M. A .— University of Chicago
Associate Professor of History and Political
Science two years

Mamie Steeves
Secretary to Field Secretary eight years
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AIRPLANE VIEW OF SUTTON QUADRANGLE

President of Y. W. C . A . ; Marion Sherman was
active in dramatics and was President of Otlah for
the year 1933 34.

-

In athletics Jack Sprenger and Jack Slatter have
distinguished themselves in football ; Sprenger has
received the scholarship cup for three years and
this year was awarded the inspirational trophy for
football . He was also Assistant General Manager
of the Associated Student Body for the year .1933 34.

kka
CHARLES THOMAS
PRESIDENT

MIRIAM WEICLE
VICE PRESIDENT

Stan Bates and Bill Command were prominent
lettermen in basketball . Rudolph Anderson was
an athletic manager.

I

Women who received athletic sweaters were :
Harriet Rosenzweig, Dora Langton , Mildred Shaad ,
Bonney Hardman , Vivian Larsen , and Miriam

:

Weigle.

Mention should be made of the work of Ed
House in the pep department during his junior
year . His campaign for more and better school

HARRIET MeCILL
SECRETARY

ROBERT SUMMERS
TREASURER

S E N I O R C L A S S
n ERHAPS the

most apparent qualification of
its ability to take
carry difficult issues
through to completion. The past four years have
been characterized by events that have shown
people their true worth . Not only the individuals
but the college itself has had to face difficulties
and curtailments financially. We are proud to
have had the able leadership of President Leveque
of the senior class to show the way for the rest
of the student body

spirit

L the class of 1934 has been
-responsibility
and successfully

aroused greater interest in all branches of

athletics.
During their entire
career , Governor
Teats and Seth Innis showed much interest in
tennis and were on the teams all the time.

college

In dramatics important positions were filled by
Robert Eccles, Kathryn St . Clair , Gladys Neff , and
Sue Hale. Hard work with little glory did not
deter them from doing their best toward making
all productions a success.

.

A number of the Senior women took active
part in College affairs. Margaret Janes was editor

For four years Fred Stockbridge worked on the
in the various capacities of Desk Editor ,
News Editor , Managing Editor until April 1934
when he was appointed editor by Central Board
in event of the vacancy left by Arthur Linn . Able
assistants to Stockbridge were Kathryn St . Clair ,
who was Society Editor for three years, and How ¬
ard Clifford , who was sports editor for one year
and in the sports department for three preceding

of the Tamanawas for 1933 ; Miriam Weigle was

years.

Many of the members of the Senior Class have
made splendid foundations for their future life.
The forensic work of Charles Thomas and Frank ¬
lin Heuston has surely helped to fit them for
whatever vocations they may follow . Dick Zehnder
as debate manager was an able help.

Trail
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LORETTA ALTMAN, Bellingham, Wash. Major :
Sociology WAA 1, 3, 4 ; YWCA 1 , 3 ; Christian
Service Club, 1 , 3, 4 ; Sec ’y . 4 ; Kappa Phi 3 , 4 ;
Cabinet 4 ; Int. Rel . Club 4 ; Sociology Reader 4.
MARALTA L. ANDERSON, Anacortes, Wn. Ma
jor : English. YWCA, Christian Service Club.
PHYLLIS ANDREWS, Sumner , Wash Major : Rel.
Ed. Kappa Phi 1, 2, 3 , 4 ; Program Chairman 2 ;
Publicity Chairman 3 ; Christian Service Club 1 , 2,
3 , 4 ; Pres. 2; Sec ’y - 1 , 3 ; Morning Watch Chair ¬

.

¬

.

LORETTAALTMAN

MAKALTA ANDERSON

WP

man 4.

RUTH BARTER, Tacoma, Wash. Major : Bus.
Admin. Amphictyon 1 , 2; Mixed Chorus 1 ; Chris
tian Service Club 1 , 2, 3 , 4 ; Deputation Chairman
4 ; International Rel. Club 3 , 4 ; Mu Sigma Delta ;
¬

\

Kappa Phi ; Treas. 4.
STANLEY BATES, Monroe, Wash Major : P. E.
Sigma Zeta Epsilon ; House Mgr . 4 ; Lettermen’s
Club ; V. Pres. 4 ; Basketball 1 , 2, 3, 4 ; Captain
4 ; Football 1 , 2 ; Track 1 , 2, 3, 4 ; Captain 3
IVER BELSVIC, Tacoma, Wash. Major : Chemistry .
Chemistry Club ; Biology Club ; Adelphian Choral
Society ; Band ; Knights of the Log.
VERNON BIRCH, Tacoma, Wash. Major : Bus.
Admin. Band ; Coif Team.
BESSIE BRELOER
PHILIP CARLSON, Gig Harbor , Wash. Major :
Physics. Sigma Mu Chi ; Band 1 , 2, 3 , 4 ; All Col ¬
lege Play 4 ; Physics Lab. Asst. 3, 4.
RAY CHARD, Tacoma , Wash. Major : Psychology.
Alpha Chi Nu ; Pi Gamma Mu ; Dramatics ; Biology
Club.
WILLIAM CLEVELAND, Fife, Wash. Major .
Chemistry. Delta Pi Omicron.
HOWARD CLIFFORD, Tacoma, Wash. Majors :
Bus. Admin, and Journalism. Delta Pi Omicron,
Sec ’y. 2, 3 ; Alpha Phi Gamma 2, 3, 4, Sec ’y.Treas ., 3, 4 ; Intramural sports manager ; Trail
staff 1 , 2, 3, 4, Sports editor 3, 4 ; Tamanawas
staff 2, 3 , 4, Sports editor 3, 4 ; Log Book ; Knights
of the Log 1 , 2; Intramural sports 1 , 2, 3, 4 ;
Campus Day committees; Senior class committees;
Men’s Forum, Secy. ; Charter member Puget Sound
Ski Club.
VERN DAVIS
ROBERT ECCLES, Tacoma, Wash. Major : German.

PHYLLIS ANDREWS

c

A

.

m

STANLEY BATES

"AGfcMKJ B»XCM

RtR!EntfL0ER

HELEN RUTH BARTER

.

IVER BELSVIC

jb

•

iWU SARiSON

*

HELEN GALBRAITH, Oak Harbor , Wash. Major :
English. Kappa Phi ; Sec ’y. 3 ; Chaplain 4 ; Christian
Service Club 1 , 2, 3, 4 ; Soc . Chairman 4 ; German
Reader 2 ; Messiah 3, 4 ; YWCA 1 .
RALPH GIBSON, Orting, Wash. Major : Bus.
Admin. Alpha Chi Nu ; V. Pres. 2, 3 ; Pres. 4 ; Inter ¬
fraternity Council 3, 4 ; Intramural Sports 1 , 2, 3,
4 ; Reserve Basketball 1 , 2.
GENEVIEVE CRIMES, Tacoma, Wash. Major : Bus.
Admin. Kappa Sigma Theta ; Treasurer 2 ; President
4; Vice Pres, of Junior Class ; Chairman of May
Day 2 ; Homecoming Committee 4; Inter Sorority
Council 4 ; YWCA.
CAROLYN SUE HALE, Tacoma, Wash. Major :
English. All College Plays 1 , 3 ; Production Staff
of “ Servant in the House” ; Honor Roll .

Dramatics.

CHARLES HALL
REBA HALL , Napavine, Wash. Major : English.
Alpha Beta Upsilon ; Kappa Phi.
BONNEY HARDMAN, Olympia, Wash. Major :
Education. Lambda Sigma Chi ; WAA .
ARTHUR HARKONEN, Aberdeen, Wash. Major :
History. Grays Harbor Junior College 1 , 2 ; Int .
Rel . Club 3, 4 ; Secy. 4 ; Pres. 4 ; History Reader
4 ; Intramural Athletics 3, 4 ; Baseball 4.

DOROTHY FOXWELL, Olympia, Wash. Major :
French. Kappa Sigma Theta ; President 4 ; Mu Sig
ma Delta ; Otlah ; Spurs, V. Pres. ; Soc. Chairman
YWCA ; Pres. Inter - sorority Council ; May Queen ;
Chapel Committee 3, 4 ; Student Affairs Com
mittee 3 , 4; Band 1 , 2 ; Athletics 1 , 2 ; PEO
Award 4; Tamanawas Staff 4 ; News Bureau 4 ;
Class Secretary 2.
¬

¬
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RAY CHARD

1

HOWARD CL,FFORD

1

r

RALPH GIBSON

r

GENEVIEVE CRIMES

CAROLYN SUE HALE

CHARLES HALL

REBA HALL

MANKKKUSTON

*0«S MC^VER

ARTHUR HARKONEN

m

EiTHER HAPSTAD

id am
WILLARD HAYNES

ANNMLOIS HERTZS ESC

ESTHER HARSTAD, South Prairie, Wash. Major :
French. Kappa Phi ; La Mesa Redonda ; Christian
Service Club ; WAA.
WILLARD HAYNES, Tacoma, Wash. Major : Bus.
Admin. Alpha Chi Nu ; Treas. and House Mgr . 3 ;
Secy. 4 ; Reserve Basketball 1 .
ANNELOIS HERTZBERG
FRANKLIN HEUSTON , Tacoma, Wash. Major :
Economics. Delta Kappa Phi ; Pres. 4 ; Pi Kappa
Delta ; Debate 1, 2, 3, 4 ; Oratory 4 ; Debate Mgr.
4 ; Inter fraternity Council ; Knights of the Log 1 ,
2 ; Track Mgr. 2.
LOIS HOOVER, Everett, Wash. Major : Dramatics.
Dramatics 1 , 2, 3, 4 ; Theta Alpha Phi.
JOHN HOPP, Chehalis, Wash. Major : English .
Entered from Pacific Lutheran College. Christian
Service Club ; Band ; Luther Club.
ED HOUSE, Tacoma, Wash. Major : Bus. Admin.
Alpha Chi Nu ; V. Pres. 4 ; Knights of Log 1 , 2 ;
Pep Mgr. 2 ; Yell King 2, 3 ; All College Play 4 ;
Jr . - Sr. Breakfast Com. 3 ; Senior Class Prophecy 4.
ASSAF HUSMANN, Saratov, Russia. Major : Re
ligious Education. Member of FTU ; pastor First
German Baptist Church, Tacoma.
SETH INNIS, Port Lavaca, Texas. Major : Bus.

JOHN WOTP

Admin. Sigma Mu Chi ; Pres. 3 ; Knight of Log
1 , 2 ; Class Treas. 1 ; Tennis 2, 3, 4 ; Central
Board 4; Inter - fraternity Council 3 ; Chairman,
Jr . - Sr. Breakfast Com. ; Yell Duke 2, 3 ; Intra ¬
mural Athletics 1 , 2, 3, 4.
MARGARET JANES, Tacoma, Wash. Major : Po ¬
litical Science. Kappa Sigma Theta ; V. Pres. 4 ;
Treas. 2 ; Class Historian 1 ; Class V. Pres. 2 ; Cen ¬
tral Board 3 ; Tamanawas Editor 3 ; Trail Staff 1 ,
2; WAA ; Alpha Phi Gamma ; Pi Kappa Delta ;
Homecoming Chairman 4.
AKIRA KIBE , Oitaken, Japan . Major : Bus . Admin.
Immigrant student from Japan.
TORU KURAMOTO
DORA LANGTON, Tacoma, Wash. Major : Home
Economics. Kappa Sigma Theta ; Inter - sorority
Council 4 ; Women’s Federation 4 ; Otlah; Spurs;
WAA 1 , 2, 3 , 4 ; Women’s Athletic Mgr 4 ;
Chorus ; Trail Staff 2, 3 ; Home Ec . Asst.
ELVERNA LARSEN, Tacoma , Wash. Major : Eng¬
lish. Lambda Sigma Chi ; V. Pres. 4 ; Spurs ;
YWCA ; Messiah 3, 4.
VIVIAN LARSEN , Tacoma, Wash. Major : P. E.
Delta Alpha Gamma ; V. Pres. 4; YWCA ; Messiah
3 , 4 ; WAA 2, 3 , 4.

-

.

¬
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EDWARD LEPENSKE, Tacoma , Wash. Major :
V. Pres. Men’s Forum ; Secy, ; Ski Club ;
Alpha Chi Nu; V. Pres.; Secy .
WILLIAM LEVEQUE, Tacoma, Wash. Major : His
tory . Alpha Chi Nu ; Pi Kappa Delta ; Pres. 3 ;
Dramatics 1 , 2, 3, 4; Debate 1, 2; Oratorical
Contest Winner 2 ; Pres. ASCPS 4.
WALTER LINDQUIST, Marysville, Wash. Major :
Education. Ellensburg Normal 3 yrs. Football 3, 4 ;
Basketball 3 , 4 ; Baseball 3 ; Lettermen’s Club.
RICHARD LINK, Tacoma, Wash. Major : Biology.
Class Treas. 3 semesters; Chairman Judiciary Com.;
Men’s Forum Cabinet ; Sports Editor Tamanawas,
2 yrs.; Sports Writer Trail, 2 yrs ; Lettermen’s
Club ; Biology Club ; Alpha Phi Gamma ; Sigma Mu
Chi ; All College Play ; Varsity Football 2 yrs. ; Re
serve Basketball 2 yrs. ; Knights of Log 1 , 2; Secy.
2 ; Student Employment Office 4 ; Intramural Ath
letics 1 , 2, 3 , 4.
KUNIO MARUYAMA
WILLIAM MCCULLOUGH
HARRIET McGILL, Seattle, Wash.
Alpha Beta Upsilon ; Pres. 4 ; Inter - Sorority Coun
cil 4 ; Spurs ; Kappa Phi ; Art Club ; Pres. 4 ; Int
Rel. Club.
MOLLY MICHAEL
ELSIE MITCHELL, Tacoma, Wash. Major : Rel . Ed.
Kappa Phi ; Christian Service Club ; Varsity Debate
2 ; Extemporaneous speaking, Linfield 2.
RUTH MOLINE, Tacoma, Wash. Major : English.
Kappa Sigma Theta ; Pi Kappa Delta ; Varsity De
bate 2, 3 , 4 ; Adver. Mgr . of Trail 2 ; Summer
Plays 2, 3 ; Second place in Extemp. Speaking,
Linfield 3.
HELEN MOORE, Tacoma, Wash. Major : Bus. Ad.
Kappa Sigma Theta.
MARY IRENE MURPHY
DOROTHY NADEAU , Tacoma, Wash. Major :
French . Alpha Phi Gamma ; Trail Columnist 2, 3 ,
4 ; Humor Editor Tamanawas 3 ; Biology Club ;
Secy. ; French Reader.
TANZO NAKACAWA
¬

ED HOUSE

MARGARET IANES

V

T

¬

¬

AKiRA KJ3E

¬

i

.

-

DORA LANCTON

i

EWERNA LARSEN

•

VIVtAr

Wll UAM UVrOUE

WALTER UNOQUiST

Secy. 3 ; YWCA ; Biology Club ; Secy . 3 ; Trail
Staff 4 ; Women’s Federation 4 ; Secy. 4 ; Otlah ;
V. Pres. 4.

¬

RALPH PETTIT, Rainier, Wash. Major : Bus . Ad.
All College Play 1 ; Witan ; Pres. ; One Act Plays.
PEARL PRICE

ROBERT RALEIGH, Tacoma, Wash. Major : Bus.
Admin. Sigma Mu Chi ; Class Treas. 1 ; Class Pres.
2 ; Central Board 2 ; Reserve Football 1 ; Reserve
Basketball 1 ; Chairman Campus Day 3 ; Ski Club
4.

ROBERT REID, Tacoma, Wash. Major :
Pacific Lutheran College 2 yrs.; La Mesa Redonda

BERTHA NEELY

GLADYS NEFF, Tacoma, Wash. Majors : Speech
and English. Dramatics 1 , 2, 3, 4 ; YWCA Cabi
net 2 ; Otlah ; Secy.- Treas. 4 ; Mu Sigma Delta ; Pi
Kappa Delta ; Theta Alpha Phi ; Oratory 2, 3 ;
Chapel Committee ; Adelphian Choral Society 3,
4.

.

TRUELY LOUISE PHYSECK

¬

.

SETH INNtS

HARRIET ROSENZWEIG, Monroe, Wash. Major :
Spanish. Messiah 1 ; YWCA 1 , 2, 3, 4 ; Room
Chairman 2 ; Treas. 4 ; La Mesa Redonda 2, 3 , 4 ;
Pres. 2 ; V . Pres . 3 ; Secy. 4 ; Trail Staff 2 ; Int.
Rel . Club 3 ; Christian Service Club 3 ; WAA 2, 3,
4 ; Women’s Federation 4; Treas. 4 ; Tamanawas
Staff 4 ; Spanish Reader 4 ; Otlah 4.

.

ANNE PEMERL, Chehalis, Wash Major : French
Lambda Sigma Chi ; Treas. 2 ; WAA 1 , 3, 4 ; Alpha
Phi Gamma ; Mu Sigma Delta ; La Mesa Redonda ;
20
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OICK LINK

BERTHA NEELY
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KUfHO MAftUfAMM

HAF AUT MiGIU

GLADYS NEFF

ANNE PEMERL

rLSHS MITCHELL

RALPH PETTIT

JENNIE ROUGH

RACHAEL SCHNEIDER

MILDRED SCHAAD

.

ROBERT RALEIGH

LLOYD SEARING

JACK SLATTER, Tacoma , Wash. Major : Education.
Sigma Zeta Epsilon ; Football 1 , 2, 3, 4 ; Track 1 ,
2 ; Lettermen’s Club ; Pres. 3 ; Campus Day Com
mittee 3 ; Tamanawas Staff 2, 3 , 4.

Puyallup, Wash. Major : French
La Mesa Redonda 3 , 4 ; Int. Rel. Club 3, 4.

IENNIE ROUGH,

d

Ht LIN MOORE

T

\
I HARRIET ROSENZWFIC

RUTH MOLIMl

¬

MILDRED SCHAAD, Tacoma , Wash. Major : Soci ¬
ology. Kappa Sigma Theta ; Kappa Phi ; Pres. ;
Otlah ; WAA ; YWCA ; 3 yr . letter award.

JACK SPRENGER, Tacoma, Wash. Major : Bus.
Admin. Sigma Zeta Epsilon; Pres. 4; Football 1 , 2,
3, 4 ; Inspiration Trophy 4 ; All Conference Team

RACHAEL SCHNEIDER, Tacoma, Wash. Major :
History. Kappa Sigma Theta ; Int. Rel. Club ;
Messiah ; Orchestra 1

Captain 4 ; Mahnke Football Scholarship Cup 2, 3,
4 ; Asst . Gen . Mgr. ASCPS ; Central Board 3 ; Men’s
Glee Club 1 ; Adelphian Choral Society 2, 3 ; All
College Plays.

.

LLOYD SEARING, Tacoma, Wash. Major : Chem ¬
istry . Delta Kappa Phi ; Chemistry Club ; Knights
of Log; Band.

MARY SIFTON
KATHRYN ST. CLAIR , Tacoma, Wash . Major :
Bus. Admin. Lambda Sigma Chi ; Alpha Phi Gam
ma ; Trail Staff 1 , 2, 3, 4 ; Tamanawas Staff 2, 3 ,
4 ; V . Pres, of ASCPS ; YWCA ; Dramatics.

ANNE SHARP, Pasadena, Cal . Major : English.
Delta Alpha Gamma ; Inter - Sorority Council ; Pres.
4 ; Student Affairs Committee ; Chapel Committee ;
May Queen Attendant.

¬

PAT STEELE, Tacoma, Wash. Major : History.
Delta Pi Omicron ; Pres. 3 , 4; Treas. 3 ; Intramural
Sports 1 , 2, 3, 4 ; Trainer 2, 3, 4 ; Central Board
3, 4 ; Inter - Fraternity Council.

MARIAN SHERMAN, Tacoma, Wash. Major : Dra ¬
matics. YWCA Cabinet 2 yrs. ; WAA ; Women’s
Federation ; V . Pres. 4 ; Otlah ; Pres. ; Sec . - Treas. ;
Theta Alpha Phi ; Chapel Committee ; Spurs.

CECIL SWANSON
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FRED STOCKBRIDGE, Tacoma, Wash . Major :
Kappa Phi ; Alpha Phi Gamma ;
Mixed Chorus ; Trail Staff 1 , 2, 3 , 4 ; Editor 4 ;
Tamanawas Staff 3, 4 ; Log Book 4 ; Knights of
Log 2 ; Dramatics

RICHARD ZEHNOfR

HARTFORD THUNE, Tacoma , Wash. Major :
Chemistry. Chemistry Lab. Asst. 3 yrs. ; Treas.
Chemistry Club ; Puget Sound Academy of Science

Journalism. Delta

3 yrs.

.

ELOISE TUELL, Tacoma, Wash. Major : Home Ec.
Adelphian Choral Society 3, 4 ; Messiah soloist 3 ,
4 ; Dramatics 1, 2, 3, 4 ; Christian Service Club;
Kappa Phi ; V. Pres. 3.

ROBERT SUMMERS, Tacoma, Wash. Major : Math ¬
ematics. Sigma Mu Chi; Yell Duke 2, 3 ; Track
4 ; Class Pres. 1 ; Class Treas . 4 ; Mathematics
Reader 3, 4.
COVNOR TEATS, Tacoma, Wash. Major : Chemis
try. Sigma Zeta Epsilon, Secy. 4 ; Track 2, 3 ; Ten
nis 1 , 2, 3 , 4 ; Captain 4 ; Honor Roll 3 ; Ski Team
4 ; Ski Club; Secy . - Treas. 4 ; Secy.
CHARLES THOMAS, Tacoma, Wash. Major : Bus.
Admin. Delta Kappa Phi ; Pres. 4 ; Pi Kappa Del ¬
ta ; Pres. 3 ; Alpha Phi Gamma ; Pi Gamma Mu ;
Debate 1 , 2, 3, . 4 ; Debate Mgr . 3 ; Central Board
2 ; Inter - fraternity Council ; Pres. 4 ; Business Mgr .
of Trail 4; Editor of Log Book 4; Class Pres. 4 ;
All College Play 4 ; Student Judiciary 3 ; Student
Affairs Committee 4.
BEVERLY THOMPSON, Tacoma, Wash. Major :
Art. Lambda Sigma Chi ; Art Club ; YWCA ; Trail
Staff ; Tamanawas Staff ; Alpha Phi Camma .

.

EVA TUELL , Tacoma, Wash . Major : English
Adelphian Choral Society 3 , 4 ; Dramatics 1 , 2, 3 ,
4 ; Kappa Phi ; YWCA ; V. Pres. 3 ; Spurs ; Otlah ;
Student Affairs Committee 2, 4.

¬

¬

MIRIAM WEICLE, Tacoma, Wash. Major : English.
Athletics 1, 3, 4 ; WAA 4 yrs ; Spurs; Otlah; Pres.
Inter - sorority Council 3 ; Student Affairs Commit
tee 3 ; Women’s Federation 3, 4 ; V. Pres. YWCA
2 ; Pres. YWCA 4 ; Class V Pres. 4 ; Lambda Sig
ma Chi ; May Queen Attendant

.

¬

.

DELOS WESLEY
CLARK WOOD
TED VINYARD

RICHARD ZEHNDER
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stern look here ; it helps the dramatic effect a lot

“ You bet it is,”

.

—

another equally stern look
here ; it does help, you know.
“ Very well.” The Hatchet came slowly through
the window ; its guardian watched it carefully,
for no risk of losing it could be undertaken. Slow
ly it passed into the hands of one of the solemn
group— then a flash ! and it was handed quickly
into other hands, to hands that carried it swiftly,

—

¬

CREIGHTON FLYNN
PRESIDENT SPRINC SEMESTER

NICHOLAS ZITTEL

nn
tA m
PAUL KOHLER
SERGEANT AT ARMS

TREASURER

SARAH TIERNEY

SECRETARY

surely, to a waiting car outside.
Too late the official guardian saw what was
, he saw The Hatchet spirited out of
rueful
up ;
sight and sound. The group from the class of ’35
whose ingenuity brought success to the plot were
Nick Zittle, Bob Carlisle, Ray Wall and Jack Kim
ball.
¬

Now The Hatchet is indeed well guarded— and
where it is its guardians refuse to tell. But here’s
just a hint to the class of ’34— it might possibly
be in a safe in one of the downtown banks ; here’s
pledging a toast to you if you can acquire it in
time to present it properly to the Junior Class
when the time comes ’round !
With such an outstanding accomplishment as
the acquisition of The Axe in its history, the

I

JUNIOR C L A S S
Junior Class

NE fine spring day 1933, a group of solemn
students approached Bursar Robbins today
and asked for The Hatchet, in order that a trueto - life picture of the ceremonial “ The Passing of

f

seniorhood.
one which has guided the class through its college
years.

the Hatchet’’ could be taken for the Tamanawas.
Each year the Senior Class presents this Hatchet
to the Junior Class, which in turn gives it over
to the Bursar for safekeeping from the Sophomore
Class. The protection of the implement is a duty
of trust and one that is not lightly undertaken.

Outstanding members of our class include
Katherine Mann and Betty Smallridge, who were

A . S. C. P. S. secretaries in ’33 and ’34 respective
ly ; Kenneth Powers, Grace Trompen, Arthur Lynn,
and Creighton Flynn, who have been active in dra
matics ; Jeanette Amidon, Ora Willmott and Arthur
Linn, who have done work in debate ; Arthur Linn,
Gertrude Davis, Thelma Melsnes, Marguerite Mc Master , Milt Woodard, and Del Martin, active in
journalism, and Betty Smallridge, Thelma Melsnes,
Ellen Jorgensen, Edith Coffman, Lois Twaddle, Elza
Dahlgren and Eleanor Hoyt, active in Y. W. C. A .
Junior class members of the Choral Society are
¬

¬

Among the students asking for the Hatchet was
a senior who could suspect Ray Wall in cap

—

and gown of not being a Senior ? A camera was
being set up in preparation for the taking of the
picture.

“ We - ell, yes,’’

we can imagine Mr .

saying : “ Is this on the square?”

goes forward toward the goal of
The yellow quadrant of science is the

Robbins

Kindly insert a
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Aileen Hobbs, Ellen Jorgensen , Sheldon William ¬
son , Orville Weeks , and Robert Wilson.

CENEVA KENWAY

PAUL KOHLER

V
DUMOtS MAPTiN

TOM MAYFDA

ductions as “ Black Flamingo” and “ Journey’s End.”
“ Black Flamingo” was the homecoming play and
played to a full house In this production Powers
played the part of the fugitive court jester . “ Jour ¬
ney’s End , ” the Campus Playcrafters’ crowning
success , took Powers ability in the role of Cap ¬
tain Stanhope . Arthur Linn in addition to closing
his Junior year with ASCPS presidency in hand has
taken part in the two important plays mentioned .
In “ Black Flamingo , ” Linn had the part of a black ¬
guard in partnership with the keeper of the Black
Flamingo inn . The keeper plans to murder the
royalty staying at the inn escaping from the revo ¬
lutionists in Paris . Linn also played the steady ,
jovial , 2 nd Lieutenant Trotter whose calm and wit
pacified the strain of those in the dugout. Creigh ¬
ton Flynn had a minor part in “ Black Flamingo ”
and took the part of the Lieutenant Raleigh the
eager young officer a fresh recruit.

.

Officers of the class for this year include
Jack
Kimball , president first semester ; Creighton Flynn ,
president second semester and vice president first
semester ; Sarah Tierny, secretary ; Nick Zittle,
treasurer ; Bob Carlisle , central board representa ¬
tive, and Betty Smallridge, quadrant secretary .
Unusual talents among the Junior class which
has been recognized is the wood carving ability of
Wilhelm Bakke. He undertook and has completed
the work of carving the names of famous scientists
over the stairway in the main entrance to Leonard
Howarth Hall . Tacoma papers have printed pic tues of his work in carving of forest scenes .

In the dramatics department ,

iisa

AK« W MANLRr

AIHWftUHH

4

r

<

Juniors had able

representatives in Kenneth

Powers, Arthur Linn ,
Creighton Flynn , James Schrengohst. Kenneth
Powers, this year has been dramatics manager in
addition to taking part in such outstanding pro ¬

The success of CPS in intercollegiate debate this
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ADELYN SYLVESTER

AETNA TIMMERMAN
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MILT WOODARD

ROBERT WK 50N

year is far flung and has one man on the men’s
varsity and the Women’s team is composed of jun ¬
ior women. Arthur Linn, Ora Willmott and Jeanette

Wilma Sells, Dorothy Sharp, Alice Shelton, Frances
Spencer, Grace Trompen, Lois Twaddle, Edward
Veatch, Ray Wall, Sylvia Wayne, Sheldon William
son, Ora Willmott, Ruth Wilson, Brunhilde Wis lecenus.
¬

Amidon were the three juniors in the group of five
who traveled with Prof . Charles A. Battin to Lex
ington, Kentucky for the Pi Kappa Delta national
debate and oratorical tournament.
¬

Juniors that did

With but one year more as a united class, the
Juniors are contributing to the leadership of ASCPS
the following : Arthur Linn, president ; Thelma
Melsnes, vice president ; Edith Coffman, secretary ;

not have their pictures taken

are :

Eunice Allen, Foster Allen, Jeanette Amidon,
Wilhelm Bakke, Robert Becker , John Bennett,
Charles BilIinghurst, Melville Brown, Robert Car
lisle, Robert Cheney, William Command, Charles
Curren, Elza Dahlgren, Karl Decker, Myrtle Dexter,
James Ennis, Dorothy Esser , Martha Forsyth, Scharo
Fujita, Elizabeth Gellermann, Glen Grant, Mary
Jane Grieve, Margaret Emilia Johnson, Ellen Jor ¬
genson , Annie Laurie, Charles MacLean, Katharine
Mann, Ruth McGovern, Thelma Melsnes, Berenice
Miller, Marion Pennis, Rex Peterson, Cliff Piercey,
Leonard Rohrbough, Frances Sanders, Frank Haley,

Nick Zittle, business manager of the Trail ; Gert
rude Davis, Tamanawas editor, and Betty Small ridge, Y.W.C . A. president.

¬

¬

Many students are doing outstanding work in
many activities for which no adequate credit is
ever given— work on committees, in clubs, as stage

assistants and in many other capacities. May the
next year— our last together— be a

real success

in all that as a class and as individuals the

undertake.
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Juniors

Sports are among the most important activities
entered by the class. Men who have had a part
in winning the football championship for C. P. S.
the last two years are : Jess Brooks, fullback ;
Wayne Briles, center ; Ed Havel, halfback ; Howard
Hass, backfield ; Louis Jezek, tackle. Others who
have taken a prominent part in the various other
sports during the year are : Mark Whitman, cap
tain of the 1934 track team ; Donald Olson, Keith
Schneider, Don Whitworth, Archie Cox, Harold
Rock, and Howard Richardson.

vS

:

V v

mk
RUTHHELEN EVANS
VICE PRESIDENT

A

¬

HAROLD ROCK
PRESIDENT

In girls’ athletics the Sophomores have taken
an important part. In 1933 they had the cham

¬

pionship baseball team. This year they were volley
ball champions, and close contenders for the bas ¬

DOUGLAS BOHN

TREASURER

ketball championship. The girls most outstanding
in sports are : Gertrude Ogden, Virginia Gardner,
Alice Grimes, Annabel Biggie, Ruth DeSpain, An nabell Norton, and Mary Louise Wortman.
Journalism holds the interest of a number of

MARIANNA LlKiMS
SECRETARY

SOPHOMORE CLASS
Sophomores. Those contributing to the work on

7\

S the halfway mark in its college career is
the class of ’36 pauses for a brief pe
riod to look back. At the beginning the way seemed
shadowy, uncertain, a hopeless maze. Running
into blank walls and false trails soon began to
toughen and teach. As time passed the shadows
faded and a path appeared— a path long, rocky,
twisting, turning up hill and down. Traveling their
way has meant struggling hard, but some good
times have helped lighten the work .
During the first year the class helped carry out
the traditions of the school in scholarship, sports,
music, and drama . Two important events were the
winning of the annual bag rush and the tug of
war on Campus Day which climaxed two years of
supremacy, unprecedented in underclass rivalry.
Shortly after the opening of its second year,
the class of ’36 met the Freshmen, who were eager
to make a name for themselves in another bag
rush. Previous experience, superior skill, and
greater brawn decided the contest of the day .
The Sophomores won 338 to 1 7 1 .

Z A. passed,

-

publications are : Franklin Castillo, copy editor of

¬

the Trail ; Larry Penberthy, circulation manager of
the Trail ; Paul Wagley, Carl Faulk, Bob Brandt,
Esther Stufft, Franklin Larson, and Ben Robert
¬

son.

A number of students of musical ability are in
the class of ’36. Those in the Adelphian Choral
Society the first semester are : June Larsen, Donald
Shaw, Mary Elizabeth Beers, James Schrengohst,
Von Zanner, Foster Teevan, and William Mon zingo. Those members during both semesters and
included in the concert tour of eastern Washing¬
ton and Idaho are : Annabel Biggie, Jack Green,
Wilton Vincent, Ben Robertson, and Orville
Weeks.
The Sophomores have responded well in any
enterprise requiring cooperation and pep. Thisyear the school has been ably led in pep rallies,
yelling, parades, and radio programs by : Bernard
Brotman, yell king; Bob Lyons and Dayton Finne
gan, yell dukes.
¬
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The scholastic standing of the class is quite high.
The most consistent and highest Sophomores of
honor roll fame are : Larry Penberthy, Lucy May
Spencer , Wilton Vincent, and Cretchen Hoyt.

LOUIE MACRINI

MARGARET MARUN

VIRCII NOSTRANO

I

The fascination of dramatic work draws the
efforts of many . The class of ’36 is no exception.
Its members who have been outstanding in drama
and have had parts in major plays of the year
are : James Schrengohst, Jane Bennetts, Franklin
Larson, Ruth Jaeger , Marianna Likins, William
James, Evalyn Mellinger, Robert Brandt, and Ina
Mae Lee.

Not only in pep and cooperation has the class
been active, but also in service. The service organ
ization of Spurs is composed of outstanding Sopho
¬

¬

more girls. They have given of their time to do
many helpful, necessary, and sometimes not too

pleasant tasks around school. They have been a
credit to themselves, their class, and the school
as a

t

t

nr* aWTf .
JOT

A

if

'

Two years have passed with two years yet to
. The class turns to look forward again and
to compare the path ahead with that already

come

whole.
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Havel, Henry Hewitt, William Hippie, Gretchen
Hoyt, Ivan Humphreys, Chester Jablonski, Ruth
Jaeger, Louis Jezek, Maseburo Kato, Tom Jendall,
Wilbur Jruse, Frederic Lane, Franklin Larson, John
Lea, lna Mae Lee, Joe Long, Bob Lyons, Francis

.

McAllister, Carl McConnell, Jean McDonald, Mar
jorie McDonald, William Meier, Evalyn Mellinger ,
Martin Miller, Percy Miller, John Moffett, William
Monzingo, Jack Morlock , Laurence Munz, Anna bell Norton, Gertrude Ogden, Robert Olds, Paul
Packard, Max Payne, Laureto Pedro, Robert Pollen,
Fay Potter, Russell Post, David Reed, Arnold Ren nard, Howard Richardson, Howard Rickett, Ray
Robbins, Ben Robertson, Frank Ruffo, Keith
Schneider , Alfred Severson, June Shinkle, James
Skewis, John Soha, Carroll Sprague, Foster Teevan,
Ed Trimble, Wilton Vincent, Paul Wagley, David
Wagner , Orville Weeks, Julian Whaley, Mark
¬

Those members of the Sophomore class who
not

ESTHER STUFFT

J

«r »

traveled. It is straighter , easier , and lighter now.
In fact, the end of the path can be seen in the
distance, and it glows with a beautiful light which
is the ultimate goal . The class of ’36 makes its
notch in the halfway mark and passes on and up
the trail

did

ROBERT RICHARDS

RUTH PURKEY

have their pictures taken are : Ruth Aim,

Ferrel Anderson, Sylvia Asp, ) ane Bennetts, Emil
Berger, Dorothy Best, Arthur Betchart, Annabel
Biggie, Nelvin Boesche, Barton Bradley, Robert
Bradshaw, Bob Brandt, Jess Brooks, Bernard Brot man, Alvin Brown, Harris Bunnell, Mark Canter
bury, Regina Carrier, Edna Catron, Hazelgertrude
Churchill, Elwin Cleveland, Margaret Jo Conry,
Archie Cox, Ruth Day, Herbert Edwards, Erling
Erickson, lone Feek, Jack Fewell, Gerald Freeman,
Virginia Gardner , Charles Gibbons, Casimiro Gor ospe, Jack Green, Francis Guhr, Edgar Haley, Ber
nice Hansen, Edward Harrigan, Howard Hass, Ed
¬

Whitman, George Williams, Robert Williams, Tho

¬

mas
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Willis, Von Zanner.

¬

lDf >

Jack Liek , Lora

Bryning, Olive Whorley, Jane
In the oratorical
contest two freshman were winners, Harwood
Bannister annexing first and Jack Liek third . At
Linfield in the annual debate tournament Miss
Bryning and Miss Whorley won second place with
the former winning second in extempore. Others
active in debate were : Miles Post , Herman Estes ,
David Ailing , and Boyd Dickinson . Those who
made varsity debate were: Mens’ , Jack Liek , Miles
Post ; womens’ , Lora Bryning, Maurine Henderson ,
Jane Ramsby .
Ramsby , Maurine Henderson.

!i

DORi ROBERTS

SECRETARY

Athletics found a large number of the ‘green’
class participating. A large part of the football
squad was composed of frosh men , also in basket ¬
ball , track , golf and tennis. Managers for the

GEORGE NACE
TREASURER

FRESHMAN CLASS
\A/

ITH the enrollment of 245 the incoming
freshman class was one of the largest ever
to register at the College of Puget Sound . Soon

football and track squad will be under the mana ¬
gership of present freshmen . In women ’ s sports
the class won the hockey and basketball trophies.
The freshman also won the inter -class track tour ¬
ney , barely nosing out a combined team of seniors
and Juniors.

VV

after classes were well organized the freshmen
elected their officers for the ensuing year. Bob
Smyth was chosen president ; Martin Nelson , vice president ; Dore Roberts , secretary ; George Nace ,
treasurer and Elmer Olsen , sergeant -at -arms.
Although the freshman lost the bag - rush in
the annual frosh -soph scrap they were undaunted
as to their future in school activities. They plunged
immediately into the school year and proved them ¬
selves more than worthy of a freshman class. The
class of ’ 37 was active in debate, athletics, music ,
dramatics, scholarship , publications , and social
events.

Freshman were well represented in the field of
music in the band , symphony orchestra , Adel phian society and ‘The Messiah ’ .

—

The art of dramatics was seriously but success ¬
fully entered by freshman who proved themselves
both active and valuable to the Campus Play
crafters. Freshmen had major roles in such plays
as the ‘Black Flamingo’ , ‘Journey’s End ’ , and
' Passing of the Third Floor Back’ . Those taking
active parts and who were outstanding among the
freshman group were : Dorothy Ann Simpson , Lu ¬
cille Berry , Harold Tollefson , Harwood Bannister ,
Fred Thompson , Maurice Webster , and Jack Liek.
The event for freshman dramatists was in the
freshman - sophomore farce presented on the Fri ¬
day night of arch 23. Those taking part in this
were : Lucille Berry, Dorothy Ann Simpson , Dore
Roberts, Maurice Webster , Harold Tollefson , Fred
Thompson , Stanley Wells , Robert Kemp, and Rob ¬

-

-

After the freshman had dropped the bag rush ,
however claiming honors in the fight , by a 338 to
171 margin they settled down to hard and ardent
work. The class was matriculated at the regular
Color Post ceremonies in early October and are
members of the fourth quadrant. Tom Bell was
elected quadrant secretary.

In debate the freshman did themselves proud
in having six chosen for Pi Kappa Delta . Those
chosen for this honor were : Harwood Bannister ,

ert Gius .
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As far as activeness in scholastics is concerned
the class of ’ 37 showed excellent prominence over
their books . Lora Bryning was the only freshman
to make a straight ‘A’ average for the fall semes ¬
ter , in - addition - to this 25 of the class were honor
students from a group of 66. Those who repre ¬
sented the class on the list were : Maurice Webster ,

if

-

Maurine Henderson , John Hazen , Martin Nelson
( who also won the scholastic for football men ) ,
lone Madsen , Dorothy Ann Simpson , Nina Ball ,
Marjorie Ranck , Albert Cozza , Harold Tollefson ,
Robert Trimble , Martha Buckley , Isabelle Hud
son , Miles Post , Hardyn Soule , Henry Basset , Boyd
Dickinson , Donald McElroy, Mary Elizabeth Tuck ,
Olive Whorley , and Ida Larson .

WILLIAM ADAMS

¬

Freshmen again proved their mettle in activities
by proving their worth in publications. The pre ¬
mier work of the class was displayed in the fresh ¬
man edition of ‘The Trail ’ . Maurine Henderson
was chosen to lead the group in the role of editor .
Miss Henderson came through in fine style to pub ¬
lish one of the editions of the year. Assisting Miss
Henderson on the editorial staff were : Phyllis
Swanson , copy editor ; Maxine Hartl , society edi ¬
tor ; Ward Gilmore , sports editor ; Jack Liek , Otto
Smith , Eunice Perkins, Mildred Anderson , Muriel
Beerbohm , Jane Bickle , Doris Hall , Mary Ann
Caughran reporters. Hardyn Soule was selected as
business manager and had as his staff the follow ¬
ing : Dorothy Ann Simpson , advertising manager ;
Olive Whorley , circulation manager ; David Ailing,
Sidney Eisenbeis, Herman Estes, Maurice Webster ,
William Adams , as assistants. Others took part
in this issue by voluntary action . On the regular
staff of ‘The Trail ’ many of those who participated
in the freshman edition were active and Phyllis
Swanson was appointed copy editor for the spring
staff .
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LORA BRYNING

Among the other activities of the class was that
of the freshman’ s part in the annual Homecoming
program last October in which the freshman were
supposed to and did build the large bonfire on
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early in March. Harwood Bannister was chosen
as sophomore representative , Paul Frederickson ,
yell king , and Gene O’ Donnell as a yell duke .
Brandt Bede was elected sophomore representative
to the Central Board , unopposed , and Maurine

—

the football field without much interference from
ardent sophomores.

To serve in offices for their sophomore year sev ¬
eral freshmen were chosen in the school elections
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traditional tug - of - war held on Campus Day to their

Henderson as quadrant secretary ; these were chos
the class meeting in the latter part of April.
¬

en at

conquering rivals, who by the way seemed to have

But alas the freshmen again met their Waterloo
in the frosh - soph grudge when they dropped the

a

dominating hand in the age - old rivalry— cen

sored.
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The dance was the next program for the freshmen
and those who served on committees for it were :
Boyd Dickinson, chairman, Eunice Perkins, Iris
Fear, and Dick Rich. And last but not least was
the freshman Stunt Night that took place shortly
after the opening of the fall semester. The class
was divided into groups and each group put on a
stunt for ‘grand prize’.
All - in - all the freshmen year has been crammed
with activities of all kinds and the class has made
a good record in the inauguration of the college
career ’s, may they be as successful as their first
one— the first year is the hardest.
Freshmen that did not have their pictures taken
are : David Ailing, Bob Anderson, Bill Babnick,
Lyle Baker, Harwood Bannister, Henry Bassett, - Joe
Bede, Muriel Beerbohm, Jean Beers, Bill Thomas,
Teodorica Bensang, Harry Betts, Ernest Bonney,
Martha Buckley, Edwin Burkland, Wayne Butchart,
Betty Bulter, Douglas Buttorff , Domencia Calapres,
Clare Cardno, Harold Carlson, Charles Carroll,
Leanore Cinelli, Albert Cozza, Gene Cubit, Jess
Dawkins, Margaret Dexter, Dick Malcolm, James
Dietz, Harold Dille, Rebecca Dugan, Myrtle Dun
bar, Ralph Dugan, Marie Dwyer , Harland Eastwood,
Sidney Eisenbeis, Elizabeth Ellingwood, David
Erickson, Walter Fawcett, Dorothy Floydstead,
William Fry, Mary Fulton, Harriet Gartley, Jane
Gear, Jane Cebert, Arthur Gilmore, Ward Gilmore,
Harriet Ciske, Robert Gius, Henry Graham, Doris
Hall, Fredrick Hamisch, Lorraine Hanson, Dean
Hardman, Dorothy Harriss, Maxine Hartl, Elmer
Haug, Harvey Hawkins, John Hazen, Maurine Hen
derson, Dan Hewitt, Isabelle Hudson, David Hun
ter, Marc Janes, Harold Johnson, Hunter Johnson,
Ruth Johnson, Wesley Johnson, Fred Johnston,
Lionel Johnston, William Kelly, Robert Kemp, Ed
ward Keys, Clarence Kuchli, Theodore Kitchen,
Carl Klemme, Ida Larson, Elizabeth Lee, Jack Leik,
Lewis Garry, Clayton Lupton, Rodney Lytle, Wil
liam MacMahon, lone Madsen, Henry Magussen,
Josephine Marisco, Pauline Marush, Donald Elroy,
Eugene Millikan, Lawrence Mix, Daniel Mullen,
Katherine Munroe, George Nace, Martin Nelson,
Dorothy Newell, Gene O’Donnell, Elmer Olson,
Walter Olson, Gladys Opalka , Dorothy Padfield,
Henry Pannek, Frederick Parker, Stanford Peacock,
Mary Peirson, Lorraine Perry, Emary Piper, George
Pollock , Miles Popvic, Miles Post, Wally Potucek ,
Vonne Prather, Jessamine Pugh, Donna Pungan,
Ralph Sandvigan, Jane Ramsby, Charles Rancipher,
Marjorie Ravck Glenn Batcliff, William, Rane,
George Reed, Gene Rickabaugh, Russell Schmidt,
Jack Schonborn, Betty Schwalen, Rodger Scudder,
Bernard Shallit, Charles Shireman, Katherine
Shrum, Douglas Shurtleff, Betty Simpon, Dorothy
Simpson, Bob Smyth, Dorothy Snowden, Mary Sor
ensen, William Sorensen, Hardyn Soule, Marion
Stanley, Vaughan Stoffel, Anna Stoller, Catherine
Strong. Robert Swan, Phyllis Swanson, Doris Taylor,
Ruth Thomas, Fred Thompson, Margaret Todd,
Mary Todd, Robert Trimble, Dean Tuell, Francis
Venn, Vctor Vine, Corinne Wassell, Bernard Wat
son, Stanley Wells, Cliff Wekell, Shirely Wekell,
Willard Wenman, Bob Wheeler, Betty Wilhelmi,
Willard Williams, Barbara Raymond.
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For the social calendar the freshman took part
in such activities as the Freshman Mixer, Fresh

¬

man - Sophomore dance, and Stunt Night.

The
Mixer was sponsored by the upper classmen to
acquaint the newcomers with student life at CPS.

¬
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SCHOOL EVENTS
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Top : A portion of the
Freshman captives hand ¬
cuffed to a tree .
Center : Paul Wagley
loses his pants in the Bag
Rush.
Bottom : Ed Bonney,
freshman, awaiting judg
ment in a basement. One
foot is already in the
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grave

Inset : A group of soph
omores who didn’t like
Bud Estes forgetting to
wear his green beanie.
¬
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BAG RUSH
There are rushes on the bank
And rushes in the pool,
But the greatest rush of all
Was the Bag Rush at our school.

LJ Y

a 338 to 171 score the sophomores overwhelmed
the freshmen in the annual Bag Rush on the athletic
field October 12. The victory during chapel period is
the second time that the Class of ’36 has been victorious
in this event as they won last year as freshmen.

«

Although the score reveals somewhat a decisive victory
the battle was hard fought throughout both of the
periods. The big push for the sophs came in the initial
half when Don Shaw and Paul Wagley carried the bag
across the freshman line within two minutes of the start,
giving the sophomores a handsome lead. Following this
the frosh held their rivals on somewhat even terms, but
gradually the sophs piled up a lead that was too much
for the frosh to overcome.

V

(

and chained together to a tree. A part of the group are
in the picture.

I
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Both classes claim victory in the Wednesday night
mix - up but the sophs fortified their claims of victory
by reason that they had flashlight pictures to prove that
they held at least a dozen freshies captives handcuffed
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CAMPUS DAY
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^ AMPUS DAY is

a time set aside for the annual
general spring campus cleanup. The program
started with the clearing of the new athletic field, tear ¬
ing down the fence around the old field, and the general

cleaning of roads and woods. About noon the traditional
annual frosh-soph tug of war was held. The Sophomores
succeeded in dragging the Freshmen into the cold stream
of water from the fire hose. This made complete four
victories for the class of ’36, as it won the bag rush and
tug- of - war in both their first and second years The top

.

pictures show a portion of the Freshmen team getting

their share of the water.

The bottom picture shows a group of well satisfied ( ? )
workers enjoying the free lunch served by the Spurs in
Howarth Hall after the contest.
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In the evening over 250 students attended a dance
in the gym, where the decorations of pastel shades and

flowers converted the entire room into spring atmosphere
Indirect colored lighting helped to add to the effect.

r
Charles Thomas was general chairman for the day, as
sisted by many other colonels and captains, who helped
supervise the work . Vera Kirby was the chairman of the
dance.
¬
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I | OMECOMING, one of

the most important events of the year , was celebrated
The program started Friday evening with the
freshmen burned their green beanies. Afterwards
the first all - college play of the season, “ The Black Flamingo” was given in Jones
Hall. Saturday morning the annual Homecoming parade to advertise the afternoon
football clash with Whitman was carried out with noise floats entered by all the
fraternities and sororities. The Omicrons took first prize with their float. Satur
day evening the annual alumni dinner was held. The climax of the affair was
the all - college dance held on the campus with alumni as honored guests. All the
fraternities and sororities had their houses and rooms decorated. The Mu Chis
took first place in the house decoration contest.
The top picture shows the Homecoming dance. The strip of pictures at the
left from top to bottom shows the beginning of the parade, a section of the floats,
a glimpse of the Whitman game, and a scene from “ The Black Flamingo.” At
the bottom right shows the winning house decorations.
on November 3 and 4.
traditional bonfire at which the
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K yr AY DAY celebrations were held May 4 th
auditorium bringing the annual coronation
-ofLVJthe. May
, who this year was Dorothy Foxwell .

in

Jones

Hall

of the queen

Honor guests at the court were duchesses from Tacoma High
schools and surrounding cities, the girls being elected in various
high schools upon popularity and service . Duchesses from col ¬
lege organizations were also presented at the court . The Spurs
had charge of the weaving of the daisy chain which was brought
in to the Queen .
Anne Sharpe and Miriam Weigle were attendants to Queen
Dorothy and Eva Tuell was mistress of ceremonies. Following
her introduction to Queen Dorothy by the mistress of cere ¬
monies, each duchess advanced and curtesied after which she
retired fo the stage front . A musical program was given after
the presentation by Grace Johnson , Lucy May Spencer , Virginia

«

.
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MAY FESTIVAL
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Gardner , Lois Farrand , Martha Forsyth , Aileen Hobbs, Betty
Wilhelmi , Annabel Biggie and Lois Evanson
The recessional concluded the program . Queen Dorothy and
her attendants shown in the insert are : Miriam Weigle, Dorothy
Foxwell , Anne Sharpe.
Duchesses were presented from Lincoln , Stadium , Annie
Wright , Auburn , Kent , Sumner , Fife Buckley, and Puyallup .
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FOUNDERS'

:•

;

DAY
1

I ' HE third anniversary of
L Founders and Patrons

the establishment of
day, the purpose of
which is to honor those founders and patrons who
have aided in the growth of the College of Puget
Sound was held on February 20.

-

The feature of the program was the conferring
of membership upon Edward L. Blaine, chairman
of the Board of Trustees, into the newly organ ¬
ized Order of Founders and Patrons . Another high ¬
light was the dedication of the new college bell .
The bell was obtained from the Brown ’ s Point light
house, where a new structure has been erected
The picture at the right shows Dr. Todd striking
the bell as a part of the dedication exercises

.
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SCOOP

J O U R N E Y'S E N D

They don’t know from ladies? K . Powers, romancer and Prof . F. A .
McMillin, sheriff in a personal scene preparing for “ The Romancers”
and “ The Killer.” No, they are getting their hair curled waved. This

Kenneth Powers, William LeVeque, Art Linn,
and Creighton Flynn in a serious scene from “ Jour ¬
ney’s End,” which was voted the best play of the

picture was taken by Bob Richards ably assisted by Miss
held the flashlight powder ) .

past season.

SKI

Jones ( she

DEBATE TRIP

CLUB

The newest club formed in CPS, the Ski club, was formed when
the need was felt for an organization among the rapidly increasing
group of skiers at CPS. Under the able leadership of Harland Eastwood,
the club took form and immediately became active.
Representatives were sent to two meets : the first at Grouse moun
tain competing with the University of British Columbia and the Uni
versity of Washington. The scores for the meet were U of W 80
points, UBC 76 points and CPS 65.5 points.
The following week the club team again met the U of W skiers at
Paradise Valley and were defeated.
In April the club sponsored an all - college meet at Paradise. Prizes
were offered by the club for the first four places in each event. The
men’s and women’s slalom and men’s and women’s down hill race.
The meet was well attended but inclement weather halted the running
of the events as planned.
Stan Cummings, Jim Skewis, Gov Teats, Don Cruzner, and Harland
Eastwood, Ski club members, are shown in the picture which was
taken at Paradise.
¬

¬

The pictures in the lower right of the page shows
three members of the debate team on their
way to Lexington, Kentucky, where the national

tournament of Pi Kappa Delta was held. The
affirmative team made up of Arthur Linn and

Charles Thomas made a better record than any
other team on the Pacific Coast. Numerous places
of national and historical interest were visited
including Henry Clay’s home, Jefferson Davis’
monument, Mammoth Cave, Man o’ War , Amos
and Andy , the Ghetto in Chicago, and colleges
and universities on the way. CPS debaters who
traveled are, Charles Thomas, Arthur Linn, Frank
Heuston, Ora Willmott, and Jeanette Amidon.
Inset : Looks like a warm place for any
collection of arguments to break down.
Lower right : Charles Thomas, Franklin Heuston,
and Prof . Battin in characteristic traveling regalia .
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ACTIVITIES

wjs

report of expenditures and receipts that every de

¬

partment representative was forced to submit to

.

the office of the general manager Never before
have ticket losses been so small, and never has
the elliciency in the different managers’ depart
ments been so great.
¬

Although in many instances budget were re
duced, no drastic cuts were made and no par
tiality was shown. Apportionments were made
for the most part on a basis of student participa
tion and no smaller activity was forced to suffer
at the expense of a larger one. For the first time
in the history of the school the intra - mural de
partment received a share of student funds for
¬

¬

-

¬

¬

the purchase of equipment.

The stabilizing of our finances was accomplish ¬
ed during a period when bankruptcies, losses, and
failures reached a new height ; when schools all
over the country were forced to curtail their pro
grams and entirely cut out many activities Small
¬

.

WILLIAM LEVEQUE, PRESIDENT

wonder that there is a feeling of pride associated

ASS OC IAT ED
\\ T ITH
VV

-

a record made in this year of depres
sion that few schools or corporations can

equal or even approximate, the officers of the stu
dent body feel justly proud.

STU DEN TS
with the work of the past year.
This year also saw the completion, ratification,
and acceptance of the new constitution begun by
the preceding administration. The student body

¬

became more closely unified ; Central Board took

We began the year with a debt of seventeen
hundred dollars. Under the careful supervision of
the General Manager and the Treasurer, this de
ficit was practically eliminated with the result that
the finances of the A. S. C. P. S. are in better

.

over many new functions

Though we feel that much has been done we
can clearly see the need for clear thinking and a
willingness to act on the part of future adminis¬

¬

condition now than at any time in recent years.
Much of the success has been due to the use of
serial tickets by each activity and to the detailed

trations. May the progress of this student organ
ization in the future justify the beginnings that

¬

have been made.
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WT STEELE

i
JACK 5PRENCFK

SETH INNIS

STORES WATERMAN

KATHRYN ST. CLAIR

PETTY SMALlJUDGE

CENTRAL BOARD

1

I 1 HE officers

of the Associated Students of the
College of Puget Sound for the year 1933- 34
were : President , William LeVeque ; Vice - President ,
Kathryn St . Clair ; Secretary , Bettie Fox Kress . Due
to a vacancy in the Secretary’s position in Febru ¬
ary, Betty Smallridge was appointed to the office.
Other members of Central Board were : Pat Steele ,
Seth Innis, Bob Carlisle , Mary Whitman , Seymour
Waterman , Tom Bell and Dean Drewry . Mr . Hite
was General Manager , and Jack Sprenger was As ¬
sistant General Manager.

Day Festivities , and consisted of readings and Ger ¬
man songs by students of the college, a short talk
in memory and appreciation of Professor Maris, by
Dr . S. F . Herrmann , in addition to the numbers
given by the Saengerbund . Jack Sprenger and Dean
Drewry were in charge of the arrangements for
the program .

-L

The All -College Party this year was held on
February 21 st , the night before the Washington ’ s
Birthday holiday. A theater party at the Roxy
Theater was followed by a dance in the gymnasium .
A patriotic idea was carried out in the decora ¬
tions. The committee in charge was made up of
Betty Smallridge , Bob Carlisle , and Del Martin .

The main project undertaken by Central Board
this year was the sponsoring of a concert given by
the Tacoma Saengerbund in memory of the late
Professor Homer Maris . The proceeds from this
concert were to establish a memorial loan fund for
worthy students. The program was planned for
early in December , but it was postponed until
May 4 th, because of the illness and death of Mr.
Frederick Kloepper , the director of the Saenger ¬
bund . The concert came as a climax to the May

Campus Day this year was held on April 26 th ,
after the new Central Board was installed .

Managers for this year were : Dramatics, Ken ¬
neth Powers ; Intramural Athletics, Howard Clif ¬
ford ; Debate, Franklin Heuston ; Women ’ s Ath ¬
letics, Dora Langton ; Music , Aileen Hobbs.
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made to expand next year’s tournament to include
several times the number of schools entered this
year , with encouraging results.

^

Varsity debaters were also asked to act as
judges at numerous high school debates through
out the county. In every case, Mr . Battin re

y warn

¬

¬

ceived letters from the high school coaches com ¬
plimenting the judges on their work and asking
the student judges be available for future con
tests. Those who judged these debates were Jean
ette Amidon, Ora Willmott, Charles Thomas, Jack
Leik, and Frank Heuston.
When the call was made for debaters last fall,
thirty - two students answered the call. This con ¬

¬

CHARLES T. BATTIN FRANKLIN HEUSTON

COACH

DEBATE MCR.

DEBATE
TENDING with a 6500 mile trip

—

J

to the national

i Pi Kappa Delta Tournament at

stituted a larger turnout than the school has had
in many years. Of these thirty - two, fifteen worked
through to the conclusion of the season and were
constantly being engaged in intercollegiate de
bates.
On November 28 and 29 the season was opened
with an invitational preparatory tournament at
Linfield, involving ten schools. The object of the
meet was to develop attacks and refutations on
the subject. There were six rounds of debates, all
of which were non - decision. However, in the ex
tempory contest, both Linn and Thomas reached
the finals. The six people attending from CPS
were : Ora Willmott, Jeanette Amidon, Arthur
Linn, Charles Thomas, Frank Heuston and the
coach Mr. Battin.
After the form of the case had been developed
at this tournament, the squad settled down to
intra - squad tournaments which served as training
for the annual Linfield Tournaments held Febru
ary 16 and 17. Twelve debaters and two coaches
attended this meet in which 21 schools were en
tered. Misses Bryning and Whorley , a team of
freshmen women, placed second in debate with a
record of six wins and two losses. They were
eliminated in the finals by Washington State .
Besides being on the debate team which placed
second, Miss Bryning also took second in women’s
extempore
a really outstanding piece of work.
Heuston won fourth place in oratory.

Lexington,

Kentucky in which the CPS entrants were highly
successful, the 1934 debate season has assumed

¬

a greater importance and created a wider interest

than any season of preceeding years. Besides the
trip to the National Tournament, this year ’s ac ¬
tivities included the sending of six teams to the
Linfield invitational tournament at McMinnville,
Oregon in February, and two teams to a practice
tournament at the same school last November.
Altogether the College of Puget Sound squad,
varsity and freshmen, engaged in 72 debates dur ¬
ing the year, winning 31 , losing 22, and entering
19 non - decision contests.
In addition to extending the size of its own

¬

squad and widening its activities in intercollegiate
debate, the debate department set a precedent this
year by taking an active interest in high school
debate. On February 22 and 23 , the first inter
scholastic debate tournament among high schools
in this state was held here. Nine schools were
entered and fifteen teams from these institutions
competed in debate. Honors went to Stadium in
debate and to Olympia in extempory speaking ;
with Auburn taking second in both.
This high school tournament entirely carried
out by the professors of the Puget Sound debate
department received much acclaim from all those
schools who entered, and the effort is now being
¬

¬

¬

—
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The records of the other entrants were as fol ¬
lows :

Misses Jeannette Amidon and Ora Willmott
were eliminated in the preliminaries but just bare
ly as they won three out of the five debates, lack ¬
¬

Won Lost
Amidon and Willmott
2
4
Henderson and Ramsby
3
3
Men
Thomas and Linn
4
2
Heuston and Zittel
3
3
Bannister and Leik
3
3
From the Linfield tournament , attention was
immediately focused on the National Pi Kappa
Delta convention at Lexington , where 130 col ¬
leges from nearly every state in the union were to

ing only one win of qualifying for the quarter finals.
In extempore , Arthur Linn reached the semi ¬

finals in a field of 90 speakers and in oratory
Frank Heuston was rated 23 rd in a group of 78
entrants .
After the tournament the team visited Chicago
for a period of four days and then returned home
by way of the Lincoln highway through Omaha
and Salt Lake .
Besides the regular varsity schedule , a number
of freshman debates were held. CPS teams met
the University of Washington freshmen in a dual
debate, P . L . C. and Grays Harbor Jr . College in
dual debates. All of these debates were non - de ¬
cision but they afforded valuable experience to
those who will compose next year’s varsity .
The freshman schedule and all arrangements
were entirely handled by Maurine Henderson ,
freshman debate manager .
Prospects for next year ’ s team are very bright .
The entire women ’ s squad is returning . While
the loss of Charles Thomas, who has been victor ¬
ious in 75 % of his 90 odd intercollegiate debates
will be a serious blow to the men ’ s squad , Arthur
Linn , a veteran of four conventions will furnish
the neucleus for a very strong team. He will be
assisted by Jack Leik , Charles Zittel , or Bill Ban ¬
nister , all of whom showed very well in this year ’ s
competition .
One of the most promising features in the fu ¬
ture outlook is that some of those on the squad
who did the best in competition were freshmen .
Should they improve in the next two years as they
ought to, C . P . S. will have a set of debate teams
that will be hard to beat .

meet.
The trip was begun on Friday , March 23, and
completed on Monday , April 16 . During this time ,
the six people , the car and trailer traveled over six
thousand miles and visited twelve states . On the
road , the women won from the College of Idaho at
Caldwell , and the men won from the university
of Omaha . The women lost to Omaha . The re ¬
maining debates were non - decision.
After stopping for a day with Thomas’ s rela ¬
tives at Paducah , Ky., the team arrived at Lexing ¬
ton on the evening of Easter Sunday, after travel ¬
ing through the heart of state of Kentucky which
is very rich in historical lore. They visited Jeffer ¬
son Davis’ monument at Fairview , Ky . , and a few
hours later paid respects to the Lincoln Memorial
at Hodgensville .

.

The tournament began on Monday , April 2, and
was completed with the bi annual banquet and
installation ceremonies on Friday , the 6 th . During
this time Charles Thomas and Arthur Linn reached

-

the seventh round of debate , having won five and
lost two. There were only ten teams left in com ¬
petition out of the 98 entered when they were

.

i

coast was so successful .

Women

eliminated

1

No other men ’ s team from the Pacific
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LTHOUCH suffer JL i ing from a reduced
budget the Trail succeed
ed in balancing its budg
et. Under the editorship
of Arthur Linn the paper
was again awarded a first
class honor rating by the
National Scholastic Press
Association and a new
honor a “ B” rating from
the National convention
of Alpha Phi Gamma.

.
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TRAIL

.

Nadeau, Eunice Perkins,
R a n c k , Otto

Marjory

¬

S m i t h, L o i s

¬

Milton Woodard, Eliza ¬

During the year the
staff has been : Kathryn
St. Clair, society editor ,
Howard Clifford, sports

Twaddle,

beth Stewart, Tom Booth by, Clare Cardno, Bob
Kemp, Carl Kuhl, Anne
Pemerl, Helen Roberts,
But teroff , Jack M o r l o c k ,
Lawrence Munz, Dorothy
Simpson, Hardyn Soule,
Margaret Tilley, David
Ailing, Helen Hagberg,
reporters ; Douglas

ARTHUR LINN
EDITOR

CHARLES THOMAS
BUSINESS MGR.

Maurice Webster , Olive
Whorley, Sidney Eisen beis, Herman Estes, ad
¬

editor ; Franklin Castillo copy and news editor, and
Phyllis Swanson copy editor for the spring semes

.

vertising and circulation assistants

In April, Fred Stockbridge was appointed editor
the position given up by Linn who was
elected President of the ASCPS. Franklin Castillo
was elected editor and Nicholas Zittle business
manager for the coming year, to take office in
September .
It was not necessary to cut the size of the Trail

¬

ter .

Other workers have been Charles Thomas,
business manager ; Larry Penberthy, circulation
manager ; Mildred Anderson, Muriel Beerbohm,
John Bennett, Jane Bickle, Elden Billings, Margaret
Boen, Bob Brandt, Jack Burns, Mary Ann Caugh ran, Gertrude Davis, Carl Faulk , Ward Gilmore,
Doris Hall, Lorraine Hanson, Dean Hardman, Max
ine Hartle, Maurine Henderson, Jack Leik, Dorothy

to fill

all the past year and a number of new improve

¬

.

ments were put into effect
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FRONT ROW; FOXWOL, SWANSON, DAV& SICCUS, PERKfNS, BZNOERSON, ROSENZWEIC
SACK mW * CUFPORD FAULK, SLATTER, STOCKERtlKSI POOLE, WOODARD
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this year , and as his ac

very name of the

yearbook

¬

a

tivity list was omitted in

supernatural spirit with
for
both
good and evil. It is the
wish of the staff that the
annual will have enough

the class section we are
running it here. He is
from Tacoma and belongs
to Sigma Zeta Epsilon,
Junior class president,
business manager of Ta manawas 3, 4 ; student
judiciary 2 ; debate man
ager 2 ; dramatics 1 , 2, 3 ,
4 ; varsity baseball 3, 4 ;
intramural sports 1 , 2, 3 ,
4 ; fraternity council 3,
RICHARD ZEHNDER
4 ; Publications commit
BUSINESS MCR.
tee 3 , 4 ; Alpha Phr Gam
ma ; Letterman’s club ;
elecution contest 3 , 4; oratorical contest 2.
Robert Richards is advertising manager and
photographer. Jack Slatter is circulation manager
and business assistant is Richard Poole. Dr . Jaeger
is faculty advisor.

means

propensities

.

>

good to overshadow the
bad.
The staff this year has

¬

not been as complete as

years and the
work has fallen
of
burden
fewer. Delmore Martin,
who has been art editor
for the past two years is

other

DELMORE MARTIN
EDITOR

¬

¬

editor this year. Associ
ate editors are Franklin Castillo and Carl Faulk
Other writers are : Gertrude Davis, administration ;
Dorothy Foxwell and Harriet Rosenzweig, classes ;
Kenneth Powers, dramatics ; Bill Hippie and Anna
bel Biggie, music ; Franklin Heuston, debate ;
Maurine Henderson, organizations ; Howard Clif
ford and Eunice Perkins, sports; Carl Faulk, fea
tures . Proof and copy editors were Fred Stock bridge and Phyllis Swanson.
Richard Zehnder is business manager again
¬

.

¬

Special features in this annual includes individ
ual identification on all pictures making it easier
to connect the picture with the name ; a new cover
material ; and a special events section. More adver
tising was obtained this year than in recent years .

¬

¬

¬

¬
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DRAMATICS
I

—^

EVELOPMEN T of Personality through
D r a m a ” is the motto of the Dra ¬
matic Arts Department .

and work shop. It is in the work shop that
the scenes are designed , constructed and
painted , and lighting effects perfected .

The Speech Department , under the direc ¬
tion of Miss Martha Pearl Jones , and Ken ¬
neth Powers , student manager , have given

Dramatics probably enjoys its most suc ¬
cessful year , as Campus Playcrafters and
Theta Alpha Phi presented five full evening

J

more than a hundred and fifty students the op ¬
portunity to appear before an audience. Miss
Jones aims to give every interested and willing
student an opportunity to appear in some branch
of dramatics.
This department endeavors to develop character ,
personality , perfect ease, grace and confidence be ¬
fore an audience and in meeting the public ; and
to prepare men and women to meet successfully
the ever increasing demand for effective public
speaking, as well as to develop purely cultural

productions of exceptional quality and variety.
Shrill cries, ghostly lights , roar of cannon , thrills,

chills , sorrow and laughter all found their way onto
the platform , under the able direction of Miss
Martha Pearl Jones.
“ The Black Flamingo ” by Sam Janney , a ro ¬
mantic mystery of the French Revolution Period ,
presented on November 3 , was the first production
of the year . It was held in conjunction with other
home - coming activities, and kept an overflowing
house tense or convulsed with laughter until the
final curtain .
The strong well balanced cast included : Harold
Tollefson , Jane Bennetts , Marian Sherman , Arthur
Linn , Maurice Webster , Charles Thomas, Robert
Eccles , Ruth Jaeger , Betty Hessert , William Le Veque , Kenneth Powers, Ray Kinley , Robert Brandt .
Characters in the mob scene were John Hazen ,

attainments.

Production , for which the department is best
known has many sides other than acting . For this
reason , the Speech Department offers the students
of the College of Puget Sound courses in Public
Speaking , Interpretation , and Production . The lat ¬
ter is divided into two parts , creative dramatics
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JOURNEY ' S END
Robert Smyth, Harword
Bannister, John Moffett,
Jack Green, David Ailing,
Creighton Flynn.
On November 24, Jer
ome K . Jerome ’s “ The
Passing of the Third Floor
Back ,” a serious play with
E n g l i s h a t m o s p h e r e,
pleased an appreciative

Warren Mahaffay as the
Cad, shared honors in the
masculine roles. Ellen Jor
MARTHA PEARL JONES
gensen as the landlady
PROF OF DRAMATICS
did an excellent piece of
character interpretation. Others in the cast were
Ben Robertson, Franklin Larson, Phillip Carlson,
Evalyn Mellinger, Gladys Neff , Rodney Lytle, Eloise
Tuell, Kathryn St. Clair, and Peggy Scudder
“ Journey’s End,” R. C. Sheriff ’s famed war play,
was the highlight of the year’s work . Journey ' s End
played two nights, February 23, and 24, and
was well received.

‘over there !’ The reality
and naturalness, the ap
parent ease of each play ¬
er in his characterization
makes one wonder how
many weeks or months of
hard faithful work it must
require to reach such a
stage of perfection.
“ I wonder if these
players and their director
realize how much of a
‘little bit’ they are doing
for humanity by helping
to paint this dirty slimy
KENNETH POWERS
DRAMATIC MCR .
‘war business’ in its own
true colors.”
There were no outstanding players, each man
lived his part. The heavier parts were carried by
William LeVeque as Osborne, Kenneth Powers as
Captain Stanhope, Creighton Flynn as Raleigh and
Arthur Linn as Trotter. Others in the cast were
Warren Mahaffay, Edward House, William James,
Dean Tuell, Harwood Bannister, Wayne Butchart,
Fred Thompson and Robert Carlyle.

From an article which appeared in the News
“ ‘Journey ’s End’ as seen by one who was

“ Where’s Your Wife?” a three - act farce, was
presented under the auspices of the Theta Alpha

¬

¬

tzX

audience. James Schren ghost as the Stranger and

¬

.

.

Tribune :
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INA MAE LEE , FRED THOMPSON , STANLEY WELLS RUTH DAT, HARWOOD BANNISTER MORRIS WEBSTER , DEAN TUELL, VIRGINIA
CAULSON , TOM BOQTHBY ANNE PEMERL ROBERT BRANT
.

THE OTHER WISE MAN
Phi on March 23. The work of production was
done by the chapter members with Marian Sher ¬
man and Robert Eccles as student directors. The
cast was chosen from the Sophomore and Fresh ¬
man classes with Marianna Likins, Ina Mae Lee ,
Dorothy Ann Simpson , Stanley Wells , Bernard
Watson , Dean Tuell , Maurice Webster , Robert
Brandt , Clayton Lupton , Jack Leik , Harold Tollef son , Lucille Berry , Robert Kemp , Dore Roberts and
Wayne Butchart taking part.

William LeVeque and Marian Sherman , and “ Ro ¬
mancers” a fantasy completed the program .

“ Romancers, ” with outdoor setting and beauti ¬
ful costumes, gave much color to the program . The
cast included Dorothy Bell Harris , Kenneth Powers ,
Seth Innes, Franklin Larson and Stanley Cummings.
During the year ten one - act plays were present ¬
ed for church , community and high school pro ¬
grams. “ Womenfolk , ” the Freshman Class play
proved popular and was repeated several times.

The Christmas program presented in Chapel was
of unusual quality . The play “ The Other Wise
Man ” was a masterpiece of beauty and charm , and
the idea portrayed moved all to a state of reverence .

The Declamation and the Burmeister Oratorical
contests, in which many students participated this
season , were under the direction of Miss Jones.
The production staff , members of the depart ¬
ment who do the work behind the scenes, deserve

The Faculty Play held the interest in the late
spring production , a group of one - act plays pre ¬
sented on May 1 1 . Members of the faculty made
up the cast of one of the plays , while student casts
completed the other two. This was a new experi ¬
ment which met with success.

much credit for the splendid work they have done.
Those deserving special mention are Franklin Lar ¬
son , electrician ; Trueman Bishop, stage manager ;
Wilhelm Bakke, and Clayton Lupton , scenery de
signers ; Gladys Neff , publicity manager ; and Ray
Chard , Make- up artist .
¬

“ The Killer, ” a melodramic farce, the faculty’s
contribution , had a cast chosen from different de ¬
partments of the college . The faculty members
who took part were Frederick McMillin , Pernina
Collins, Franklin C. Williston , and Warren E.
Tomlinson .

The Dramatic Art Department presents the larg
est and most diversified program offered in the
field of extra -curricular activities at the College of
Puget Sound.
¬

“ Rich Man , Poor Man , ” a comedy farce , starring

“ Development of Personality through Drama ”
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ADELPHIAN CHOIR
PPRECIATIVE crowds greeted every
Miss Edna Warren Cheney of the faculty
concert of the 1934 Adelphian
was chaperon.
Choral Society, on its third annual spring
Officers of the organization include
tour through Eastern Washington and
Orville Weeks, president ; Miss Ellen Jor
Idaho, under the direction of Professor
gensen, secretary ; Misses Gladys Neff
eJohn Paul Bennett. The chorus gave per
and Gwendolyn Anderson, librarians ; and
formances in 20 towns, during a period
Miss Aileen Hobbs, treasurer and music
of three weeks, leaving April 2, and re
manager for the associated students.
turning for a home concert in Tacoma
The musical program this year was in
\
on April 20. The trip was in every way
two groups. The sacred group included
a great success, financially, and in adver ¬
compositions of Tschaikowsky, Mendels
A LSEM HOBBS
’ MANAGER sohn and Mozart, the secular group in
tising the college.
MUSIC
The singers enjoyed many educational
cluded works of Brahms and Moszkowski.
side trips, visiting the Grand Coulee, the Wash
Students in the chorus include Sopranos—
ington petrified forest, the Walla Walla peniten ¬
Misses Gwen Anderson, Aileen Hobbs, Ellen Jor
tiary and the State Custodial School. Earl Cham
gensen, Margaret Todd, Dore Roberts, Evelyn Bra
bers, one of the owners of a Tacoma motor coach
trud, Betty Wilhelmi, Jo Ann Grant and Anna
company, personally conducted the tour .
belle Zigler ; altos, Misses Eva Tuell, Eloise Tuell,
¬

-

¬

¬

¬

¬

¬

¬

¬

¬

¬

Returning, sacred concerts were given at the
first Methodist churches of Seattle and Tacoma .
Miss Grace Johnson, advanced piano student of
Leonard Jacobsen, was again with the group as

Gail Day, Annabel Biggie, Ann Strobel, Anna
Stoller , Margaret Boen, Louise Blackburn, Gladys
Neff and Marjorie McGilvery ; tenors, Jack Green,
Sheldon Williamson, Orville Weeks, Wilton Carter,
Carl Eshelman, Robert Cowden, Benjamin Robert
son and Morris Summers ; basses, John Vincent, Bob
Wilson, John Hazen, Richard Smith, Wallace Po tucek, Charles Hall, Thomas Bell, Lawrence Mix,
Dean Tuell and Frank McAllister .

accompanist. Soloists were Marvin Carter , Orville
Weeks, Robert Wilson, Wilton Vincent and Misses
Anna Mae Stoller, Evelyn Bratrud and Annabelle
Zigler . Morris Summers, secretary to Mr . Ben
nett , was in charge of all bookings for the tour.

¬

¬
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BAND
1

I 1 HE rise

-L

in size, prominence and ability of the
College of Puget Sound band during the past

band uniforms and next fall the group will prob
ably appear decked out in flashy capes, hats and
white pants and skirts This should add color and
glamour to the football games and will aid attend
ance. Few of the members are graduating and
next year should be the most successful in the
band’s history, as 1933 - 34 has been.
¬

.

school year , under the direction of Prof . Homer M.
Truitt, is a story of unusual success and achieve
¬

¬

ment .

More than double in size of the year before, the
organization took an important part in the activities
of the school, playing at football and basketball

Members of the band were : Clarinets, William
Sherman, Bruce Persin, Robert Jackson, Mark Can
terbury, Catherine Koch, Howard Rickett, Mar
garet Dexter and Richard Smith ; alto clarinet, Al
Cleveland ; bassoon, Burdett Sterling ; tenor saxo phine, Vernon Birch ; trumpets, Donald Shaw, Ward
Gilmore, Jack Green, Charles Carrol, Marguerite
McMaster, Frank Venn, Hunter Johnson ; baritones,
Murray Johnson, Robert Sharp ; trombones, Wallace
Potucek, Joe Kent ; flutes, Tom Kendall, Myrtle

games, pep rallies, parades, chapels and wherever
asked to perform . During the second semester, the

¬

¬

group was transformed into a concert band and
presented a delightful spring concert on May 21

which was attended by the largest crowd ever to
attend a CPS band program. Music - lovers of the
city proclaimed it as an impressive and compli
mentary affair

¬

.

Reflection for much of the success of the organ ¬
ization should shine on Prof . Truitt, who in his
first year as director lifted the band from a 17 piece personnel to its present prominence. His

Dexter ; oboe, William Monzingo, alto saxophone,
Eldon Billings, Don Olson, Herman P. Estes ; horns,
Paul Kohler , Phil Carlson, John Hopp ; basses, Bill
Hippie, Charles Rancifer ; drums, Frances Spencer ,

conducting was an inspiration to band members.

A fund has been started to aid the purchase of

Charles MacLean, Bill Sorensen.
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TEATS, TENNIS; EDWARDS, FOOTBALL; CRAHAM , BASKETBALL; RICHARDSON, GOLF ; ESTES, TRACK.
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*

Jack Slatter, the old man of the mountain and
also a mainstay of the Loggers, playing at the
tackle position through four years of hard com
¬

petition and always steady and dependable.

Burdette Sterling, all conference quarter back
for two seasons and captain of the Loggers in
their first drive to the conference title. “ Detts”
has completed his third year for Puget Sound and
his loss will leave a big gap to fill in the backfield
next fall Sterling was considered the outstanding
gridder in this section of the country.

.

tf f t »
/

.

Park Gagnon, all conference center in 1932 and
captain of the Lumberjacks during the past season.

Park was also the winner of the inspirational
trophy due to his inspirational playing and leader
ship. Park played three seasons under the Maroon
and White.
¬

Walter “ Swede” Lindquist, veteran end of the
Loggers and one of the most reliable players on
the squad. Swede played a steady although not a
spectacular game and his position will be a hard
one to fill next fall when the call for candidates
comes.

.

COACH ROY H SANDBERC

Judy Davidson, one of the outstanding fullbacks

F O O T B A L L
I

) LAYING

in the conference. Judy was a hard hitter and his
coffin corner kicks were known throughout the
northwest for their accuracy Davidson will leave
a big gap in the backfield.
This year the Loggers had a team that was
known for its coordination and team play which is
well brought out by the fact that only three of its
members were rated on the all - star squad although
the team was undefeated in conference play . Only
twelve points were scored on it by conference op
ponents, those in the College of Idaho game with
a majority of substitutes in the lineup. Incident
ally the Loggers captured this contest by the over
whelming score of 54 to 12.
Those three players so honored are : Roy Carl
son, end and captain- elect of the Maroon and
White. Roy will be leading the squad next year
and will be playing his fourth year of the gridiron
sport for CPS. Roy played at both tackle and end

the most extensive schedule in the
history of the college, the Loggers under
Coach Roy Sandberg completed the season un
defeated by conference opponents and with two
losses to coast conference schools. Those being to
Washington State college and the University of

I.

.

¬

Washington.
Last fall the victorious Loggers, captured their
second consecutive conference title and in doing so
secured the KVI trophy for the second time and
when next fall draws around will stand a good

¬

chance to gain permanent possession of the cup.
There will be a bevy of veterans back although
six of the mainstays will have completed their
college football careers. They are :
Jack Sprenger , all-conference guard for two
years and a four year veteran on the Logger squad.

¬

¬

¬

won the scholastic cup for two years
for
it in his final year .
and tied

Jack also

53

!

M

positions during the past three seasons.

Jack

Sprenger , known as the watchfob guard
because of his size. Jack is graduating this year
and will leave a big gap in the line. This was his
second year on the all -star squad .

VL

Burdette Sterling , quarterback and former cap ¬
tain of the Loggers and one of the outstanding
players in the northwest . Detts was selected as
one of the all -stars for the past two seasons .
)

The teamwork and playing of the squad is a
high tribute to Coach Roy Sandberg, who has com ¬
pleted three years at the Logger school and next
fall will be starting his fourth season and will be
out after his third championship and permanent
possession of the KVI trophy. "Sandy ” as he is
known to all , is considered to be the outstanding
coach to take charge of the Loggers and the entire
city of Tacoma is behind him in his work at the
college. Sandy next year will probably have one
of his hardest seasons due to the tough schedule
and also to the fact that much will be expected of
him because of his past success .

y*

&
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JACK

SPRENC ER

ALLCO NFERE NCE CUARD
INSPIR ATION , SCHOL ARSHI P
TROPH IES

The season opened with a night game played
with St . Martin’ s , an ancient rival of the Logger
gridsters. After a tough battle which saw the
Loggers score and then hold their slim seven point
margin until the end of the game although the
Saints threatened to score on several occasions.
In this game Sandberg tried several combinations
and hit on one which clicked and this lineup saw
most of the action during the season although
there were a few changes made.

'.

In the second game the Loggers journeyed over
to Pullman and met the Cougars of Washington
State College. In this game they were rather awe ¬
stricken and before they became themselves again
the Cougars had run up an overwhelming score
which the Loggers could not match.

'

•

»

•

.

ROY CARLS ON
ALL- CONFE RENCE END
CAPTAIN ELECT

-

.

Willamette Bearcats on the night of October 13
After the most exciting game seen so far dur
ing the season the Maroon and White came out
on the long end of a 7 to 0 score , but only after
the invaders had threatened the local goal line on
several occasions and had been repulsed each time.
In this game Ennis and Sterling were the high
lights of the local attack. In this contest Sand
-

The first conference game saw the Maroon and
White score a 18 to 0 victory over the Albany
college gridsters in a slow and listless game. The
Loggers showed potential strength but were not
impressive in their first conference victory.
After the first taste of victory in the confer ¬
ence the battling Loggers were set to down the

¬

¬
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LOUIS JEZEK

TACKLE

of battle had cleared the Huskies had captured the
game by the slim margin of 1 4 to 6. The highly
touted Purple and Cold had been held and scored

berg’s players definitely showed ‘that something’
which caused critics to prophesize another cham ¬
pionship for Puget Sound.
With the Willamette victory under their belt
the Lumberjacks were all set to do battle with
the mighty Huskies of the University of Wash ¬

.

upon

The Huskies started the game with the major
ity of the second string in the lineup, but the
locals put up such a battle after the University had
scored the first touchdown that Coach Phelan sent
¬

In the outstanding game of the season
Puget Sound met Washington and when the clouds
ington.

55

in his varsity, including All -American Bill Smith
This did not stop the fighting band of Loggers

m

and after working the ball down to the one yard
line little Jimmy Ennis galloped through the Husky
line to score standing up. The play was made

%

.

\

over Smith who was put out of the play as if he
were the greenest novice.

After this touchdown the Washington eleven
tried again and again to score on Puget Sound and
secure a safe margin of victory but it was only after
the gallant band of “ ironmen” had battled and
fought until exhausted that the Huskies were
again able to score. After this touchdown the
Loggers started another drive, but it was cut short
by the final gun

.

In this game it was expected that the Puget
Sounders would be sore and bruised, but it was
the University players who came out of the game
with injuries. The locals went through unharmed
due to their wonderful physical condition . Many
critics claimed that this battle made the Huskies
for the rest of the season, as it showed them that
they were not so “ hot.”

*

BURDETTE STERLING
ALL-CONFERENCE

QUARTERBACK

V?

H4

With this moral victory tucked away the Lum
berjacks journeyed to Bellingham to meet the
Washington State Normal School and being a little
¬

m

r

overconfident and playing on a field in terrible
condition due to heavy rains the Loggers barely
salvaged a 4 to 0 win from the teachers. Although
clearly off their game Puget Sound showed enough
to come through with two safetys to score a vic
tory although they got the surprise of their life.

rjr
v

%

¬

*

Next on the schedule was the Homecoming
game with the Missionaries from Whitman. This
contest found the Loggers

themselves again after
under Sandberg and they
trampled the invaders to the tune of a 19 to 0
score, before a large crowd of former students who
had returned for the homecoming celebration.
With this game safely in the bag the Loggers
were practically assured of at least a tie for first
honors as Whitman and Willamette were con
sidered as the strongest foes and both had been
vanquished.
a hard week of practice

PARK GAGNON CAPTAIN
conference and the mystery team of the year due
to the fact that as yet they had not met any con
ference team and their record showed a close
¬

game with the University of Idaho a fairly strong

.

¬

coast conference team

Some of the dopesters
picked Idaho to stop Puget Sound’s championship
drive but Sandberg’s men took the lead soon after
the opening kick - off and at the end of the game

The College of Idaho eleven, dark horses of the
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MILES POPOVIC TACKLE

GLEN CRANT TACKLE
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TED KITCHEN TACKLE END
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ED HAVEL

HALFBACK

j JACK KIMBALL

siiiPS

QUARTERBACK

the varsity , second and third strings had run up a
54 to 12 score against the invaders . Idaho was
the first league team to score on Puget Sound but
they did so with the local forces relying on second

JESS DAWKINS CUARD

VAUGHN STOFPEL

END

except for the game with the University , but the
great advantage of the Huskies’ weight put Puget
Sound ’ s attack at a disadvantage .

The final game of the season saw the Maroon
and White journey to Forest Grove and there be ¬
fore a crowd of Logger fans CPS downed Pacific
by the score of 21 to 0 to capture the champion ¬
ship with five wins and no losses in conference play .

and third stringers.
CPS tallied almost at will and the true power
of the grid machine developed by Sandberg was
really shown for the first time during the season
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STANLEY

BATES, CAPTAIN

WALTER LINDQUIST

GEORGE POLLOCK

CUARD

GUARD

CENTER
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BASKETBALL
a very small turnout Coach Roy Sandberg
developed a basketball team which did sur ¬
prisingly well considering the fact that his squad
consisted of only seven members.
Although this year’s team did not set the North ¬

remembered for his spirit and fight.
Bates completed four years on the hoop aggre
gation and each year he has been a mainstay of
the squad, due to his inspirational playing and
scoring ability. Stan will leave a big hole in the

west afire the prospects of the squad next year are
very good with five of the seven lettermen return ¬
ing to school. Only two, Walter “ Swede” Lind ¬

lineup next year.

J-

¬

The returning lettermen are : Vaughn Stoffel,
diminutive forward, who was close behind Bates
in scoring.
George Pollock, a local high school find who

quist, veteran guard and center, and Captain Stan

Bates, center and forward for four years, graduate
this year.
Lindquist will be missed greatly as he was one
of the mainstays this year . Swede used his height to
advantage in getting the ball off of the backboard
and his stellar defensive work in the backcourt

.

was a star in his first year of college competition.

Ralph Sandvigen, the tallest man on the squad
and one who showed signs of becoming a star in
future years.
Emery Piper, held down the other guard position
and played a smooth and steady game throughout
the season.

was one of the seasons highlights Swede com
pleted two years on the varsity squad and will be
¬
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VAUGHN STOFFEL

OTTO SMITH

FORWARD

FORWARD

a

RALPH SANDVICEN
FORWARD

Otto Smith, a forward who was found in the
intramural league last season and became a regular
on the varsity in his first year of competition.
The first intercollegiate game was with the
teachers from Bellingham Normal and the CPS
hoopsters came out victorious, 45 to 29.
Next meeting the championship Huskies the
Purple and Cold were too much for Sandberg’s

55 >
EMERY

PIPER

GUARD

Montana and split even with them losing the first
game by the score of 34 to 40 and then coming
back to cop the second 42 to 39. On the next two
nights the Grizzlies split a series with the Univer
sity of Washington.
Journeying into Oregon the Maroon and White
had a rather disastrous tour losing four and win
ning one. The lone win being over Willamette in
the second game of the series by a score of 40 to
35. The Loggers lost the first contest by a score
of 34 to 30 with the lead see -sawing back and
forth throughout the game. The second contest
saw the CPS squad hit their stride and cop the
¬

¬

squad and Washington came out victorious.
The conference season started on the home floor
against Whitman and in the first game both teams
battled on even terms throughout the entire game
and two overtime periods. In the third overtime
period the invaders eaked out a two point margin

contest.

and CPS went under 47 to 45.
The second game went to the invaders by the
score of 50 to 26 as the small band of Loggers
were exhausted from the previous night ’s battle.
On the two following nights the Maroon and
White met the Grizzlies from the University of

Meeting Pacific on the same trip the weary
band of Lumberjacks went down to defeat to the
scores of 46 to 29 and 38 to 33 .
In the final games of the season the Puget
Sounders met the Albany college Pirates on the
local floor and the visitors captured both games.
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FRONT ROW: MULUN, WENMAN, BURKLAND, DAWKINS D1LLK, ElSENBEtS STOFFEL
BACK ROW: ENNIS ZEHNDER, COACH SAND3ERG, HARKONEN SMITH, SOHA, Manage POST, BROOKS,

COX, KUROMOTO

BASEBALL
cured a comfortable lead only to have the game
rained out before the half way mark was reached

TARTINC the season with less than eighteen
players turning out , Coach Roy Sandberg de
veloped a diamond squad that was feared by all
of the conference teams, although they did not
win the larger part of their games.
¬

and thus the game was billed as no contest.

into shape the locals had fair success although the

Returning home the Maroon and White scored
over McNeil’s island and then journeyed to
Oregon again. This trip saw the Puget Sounders
win one and lose three and once again the lack

weakness in the pitching department was clearly
evident as there were only two pitchers who had
had any experience previous to this season.

of pitchers was one of the factors in the losses .
In each game the Loggers secured the lead only
to lose it in the late innings of the contests.

a win

Meeting several of the city league teams to get

Cetting under way with opposing college teams
the Loggers divided a series with Bellingham Nor
mal on the grounds of the northern team and
then lost a pair to the University of Washington,
although in the second game the Huskies had to
put up a stiff fight before they downed CPS by a
close score.

Several games were played with other teams of

the district with fair success.

¬

With the majority of the players returning next
year Puget Sound can look forward to a successful

the diamond when the sport comes around
Both pitchers, Jess Brooks and Otto Smith,
are expected to return and it is highly probable
that others will enter before spring.

year on

again

With Bellingham then coming to Tacoma the
Lumberjacks scored a double win with “ Ironman”

Jess Brooks pitching both games of the double
header and winning both with comparative ease.

.

Much of the success of the team is due to the
inspirational playing of Jim Ennis, Logger captain,

Journeying to Oregon the Loggers lost a pitch ¬

who held down the catching job and led the team
from that position.

ing duel to Columbia and then on the next day se ¬
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HJORTEN, HOWE, HAWKINS, KIICHLIY, McCONNELL, WHITMAN KOHLER JOHNSON,
OLSON SCHNEIDER BACK ROW: ESTES, manager, HEUSTON KUHL, BATES BABNICK WHITWORTH HAM1SCHC,
, COACH
,
,

F'lONY ROW: COACH HITE,

.

.

.

SOULE, PIFRCEY JOHNSON GIUS LUPTON

.

SEWARD

TRACK
which were won by Stadium high of Tacoma . The
collegians had little trouble downing the invading
team which was composed mainly of former uni
versity and college stars. The Loggers gathered
most of their points in the track events while the
clubmen had a slight advantage in the field events,
taking the majority of firsts in this department.

Qc*

TARTINC the season under the handicap of
KJ losing some of their outstanding men the
College of Puget Sound tracksters have had a
fairly successful season, winning one meet so far
and losing three. The remainder of the meets
have not been held at the time the annual went

¬

to press.

After the class meet which was won by the
frosh, Coaches Hite and Seward developed some
outstanding performers such as Fred Hammish,
mile and two mile star, Don Olson, broadjumper ,

journeying to Seattle to meet the University of
Washington frosh the Husky babes were expected
to take every first place due to the wonderful
showing against the varsity the previous week.
Much to everyone’s surprise the Loggers scored
several first places and made the meet interesting
although they did not down the Washington squad.
In this meet Don Whitworth defeated Lipcombe,
considered one of the coast’s outstanding hurdlers.

and Bill Babnick , weight man.

This season saw Hammish do the mile in 4 :32
which is good time considering it is his first year
of college competition. Babnick has made some
good puts in the shot, notable in the University
of Washington frosh meet .

The next meet was with the teachers of Bell
ingham Normal on the Viking track . Due to con
tinual rain the track was in sloppy condition and
no good times were made. The Loggers also had
hard luck in that Don Olson, stellar broadjumper
and sprinter tore a ligament in his leg and was
eliminated from further competition this year. The
Loggers lost to the teachers by a one point margin.
¬

The first contest of the year saw the strong
University of British Columbia squad win a close

¬

. CPS lost the final relay
by a few feet and with it a chance to tie the meet.

meet from the Loggers

The Grays Harbor Athletic Club next journeyed
to the Logger field and this meet was held in
connection with the annual high school relays
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TENNIS
ARRYING out an extensive schedule the
Logger netters had a very successful season
under Coach Lou Grant, winning a total of seven
matches and losing three. The losses being at the

who showed his mettle and won a place on the
squad, Joe Rawlings, a veteran who this year
turned in several wonderful performances in the
number four position. Harold Rock, another frosh
played in the fifth spot, and Seth Innis a former

hands of the University of Washington, who had
one of the strongest teams in years, and a close
match to Washington State College.

letter winner held down sixth place.

With only one of the conference representa
tives, Carl Ellis in the singles, selected at the time
of going to press the names of the doubles team
are not known.
¬

During the season the local court squad scored
wins over Ellensburg Normal at Ellensburg, Gonzaga
at Spokane and then on the same afternoon took
on WSC for one of the most hotly contested series
of the season On the same trip the Loggers

.

With only Gov Teats and Seth Innis graduating
this year prospects of a successful season next
spring are very bright , and with a more plentiful
budget to work with the Logger net aces will
make a name for themselves in Northwest tennis

downed Whitworth college with comparative ease.
CPS won two matches from Bellingham normal
and also decisions over Willamette and Columbia,
both who had very strong teams.
The team was composed of Gov Teats, play

circles.

Much credit for the wonderful showing this
to Lou Grant, the coach,
through his untiring efforts in getting the team
together and his ideals of fair play and sportsman

¬

ing his last year on the squad in the number one
position. Carl “ Corky” Ellis, in number two and

year must be given

one of those who represented the Loggers in the
conference meet at Salem Don McElroy, a frosh

¬

.

ship.
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VERNON BIRCH

GOLF
I MNISHING the

year with five wins and four
golfers had a fairly
Lumberjack
the
losses
coaching
year
under the
of Lou Grant .
successful
Grant took over the squad for the first time this
year and the Loggers showed up well in a class of
competition which is equal to the average engaged
in by the Puget Sound teams.

winners on the team in the number three posi ¬
tion ; Howard Richardson also a former letter win ¬
ner in forth place and Hunter Johnson another
frosh in the fifth spot . In several of the matches
where six players were required Jack Fewell ably
held down the final position on the squad and
his playing was a great help to the team as a
whole.

-

L

During the year the locals scored twice over
the highly rated Pacific Lutheran College squad
and then proceeded to down the divot diggers from
Willamette, Columbia and the University of Wash ¬
ington. Losses were suffered at the hands of Bell ¬
ingham Normal twice , the University of Washing ¬

During the year several practice matches were
played with the local high school teams with fair
success.

ton and Columbia , but all except the Bellingham
matches were later reversed .

The majority of the Logger home matches were
played on the Fircrest course and it was upon this
layout that the Maroon and White scored quite a
few of their triumphs.

The team was composed of Vernon Birch a vet ¬
eran of former years who played in the number
one position ; Bob Anderson playing his first year
on the squad in the second spot ; Bill Sherman
another veteran and one of the most consistent

With all except Birch , the number one man who
is a senior , expected back in school next year the
Lumberjack squad should mow down all compe ¬
tition after the experience gained this year.
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ketball was sponsored and two rounds in “ A ”
league basketball were completed with the Delta
Pi Omicron squad taking first honors, downing
Sigma Zete Epsilon the champions of the past
seven years.

9
1

INDOOR BASEBALL
Indoor baseball was the first sport on the pro
gram and it got under way a couple of weeks after
school began in the fall. The schedule opened
with seven teams entered in the league and the
Sigma Zeta Epsilon taking the championship al
though the Peter Pugets, cellar champs handed
them a 1 0 to 7 drubbing in the final game of the
season . This goes to show how closely the various
¬

¬

LOU GRANT
HOWARD CLIFFORD
NTRAMURAL DIRECTOR INTRAMURAL MGR.

INTRAMURAL SPORTS
1

I * HE intramural department

was entirely re organized this year with the appointment of
the first intramural manager and the voting of
financial support by the associated students.

teams were matched. As a result of their victory
the Zetes gain possession of the Charles Maur mann trophy for the coming year. Second place in
the league ended in a tie between Delta Kappa Phi
and Sigma Mu Chi outfits, each with one less win

J-

Lou Grant , physical education instructor, was
once again placed in charge of the department

than the league leaders.

with Howard Clifford appointed as the first in
tramural manager to assist in the work of organ
izing the department and carrying out the work
to be undertaken.
¬

VOLLEYBALL

¬

Once again the Sigma Zeta Epsilon squad cap
tured the volleyball cup and in doing so they
scored wins over the remainder of the teams in
the league in impressive fashion.
¬

This year the point system was revised some
what and a system instituted to keep permanent
records of the results of the various sports and a
record of all those who took part in the depart
ment ’s activities. Equipment was purchased and
for the first time in the history of the college
the department was on its own feet and did not
have to borrow balls, bats, nets, etc. from the
other departments of the school. A considerable
sum was put aside to go towards permanent equip
ment such as handball courts, and towels were
supplied free to all who took part in the depart
ment’s undertakings.
¬

The “ B” league in volleyball was started this
year and the interest shown in this sport shows
promise of its becoming one of the popular sports

¬

the college although this is only the third year
that it has been sponsored by the intramural de

at

¬

partment

.

BASKETBALL

¬

Delta Pi Omicron sprang a major upset when
they downed Sigma Zeta Epsilon in the opening
game of the season and they continued to march
to the pennant in impressive style to win the
championship for the first time. This win by
the Omicrons saw the end of a seven year winning

¬

On a whole the year has been very successful
and a much more extensive program has been
carried out than previously. A “ B” league in bas-
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streak on the part of the Zetes.

TENNIS

This year saw an independent team, “ Linn’s
Terrible Swedes, ” create considerable interest due
to their colorful aggregation and also to the fact
that they were always dangerous to the league
leaders and finished up the season in a tie for
second place with the Sigma Zeta Epsilon outfit.

As this year ’s tennis schedule had not been
completed at the time the annual went to press
the results cannot be published. Last year ’s sched
¬

ule was not carried out due to rain which caused
continual postponement of the matches.

GOLF

This sport attracted large crowds throughout
the season and many exciting games gave the fans
thrill after thrill . Several games were overtime
contests and this year saw no “ weak sisters” in
the league membership. All the squads were fair
ly well matched and until the last few weeks all
had a chance to overtake the league leading Omi crons. This year two rounds were played instead
of the usual one.

As in the case of tennis, the golf schedule is
not as yet completed. Last year the Delta Pi Omi cron squad carried off honors and captured the
Sprenger - Jones trophy. The Omicrons are ahead
this year at the time .of writing.

¬

TRACK
The intramural track meet was scheduled for
the latter part of May. Last year the Omicrons
walked off with the Hoskins - Mecca cup as a re
sult of a close win over the other squads entered.
Several new records were established, including a
mark of 45 ft. 83A inches in the shot by Jess
Brooks of the Peter Pugets ; 5 ft. 7 Vz inches in
the high jump by Clarence Johnson of the Omi
crons ; 110 ft. 91/2 inches in the discus by Walter
“ Swede” Lindquist also of the Omicrons ; 19 ft. 6
inches in the broad jump by Bill Hull of the Chi
Nus. Two marks were also tied, the 50 yard dash
time of 5.8 second was tied by Bob Pollen and
Milt Woodard equaled his own mark of 10.4 in
the hundred.

The all -star team this year as selected by the
Trail sports department and the intramural de

¬

¬

partment was as follows :

Forwards :
Burdette Sterling

Omicrons

Dan Mullen
Paul Frederickson

- Omicrons
Chi Nus

Centers :
Harold Tollefson
Chuck Zittel
Guards:
Mike Leuenberger
Jimmy Ennis
Cliff Piercy

-

-

-

¬

Swedes

Delta Kapps

-

-

-

Zetes
Zetes
Swedes

Last year the Sigma Zeta Epsilon fraternity once
again captured the all year championship trophy .

The “ B” league saw the Peter Pugets, former
“ A ” league entrants cop without a defeat .

The second place cup was won by Delta Pi Omicron
who came up from obsurity to edge out the Alpha
Chi Nus who had captured this position the pre ¬

PLAYGROUND BALL

vious year.
%

Sigma Zeta Epsilon captured the outdoor ball
championship after they won the final game of
the season from the Peter Pugets by the score of
As a result of the win the Zetes once
5 to 4.
again carry off the Kimball trophy . Second place

i\i

#

Due to his work in the department, central
board awarded Howard Clifford, intramural man
ager, a sweater and thus inaugurated a system
which will be carried on in future years. Bill
Sherman has been appointed manager for the fol
¬

in the league ended in a tie between the Peter
Pugets and the Sigma Mu Chi outfits.

¬

lowing year .
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Thelma Melsnes as president,
Pemerl , Marguerite McMasters , Thelma
the Women ’ s Athletic Associa ¬
Melsnes , Lois Twaddle , Sarah Tierney ,
tion enjoyed a most successful year . This
Gertrude Ogden , Mary Louise Wortman ,
year the new point system was put into
Sylvia Asp , Dorothy Best , Annabel Biggie ,
effect . To obtain a letter the women now
Regina Carrier , Ruth DeSpain , Virginia
earn 600 points , and for a sweater 1200
Gardner , Alice Grimes , June Shinkle , An
points. As soon as a woman has earned
nabel Norton , Brunhilde Wislecenus , Mil ¬
200 points she becomes a pledge in the
dred Anderson , Harriet Giske , Jane Rams organization . To welcome the new
by , Muriel Beerbohm and Eunice Perkins .
pledges a pot - luck dinner was held at
Pledges are Margaret Janes, Geneva Ken ¬
the home of Marguerite McMasters early
way , Bernice Hanson , Nina Ball , Martha
DOHA LANGTON
in January. A second dinner was held at
Buckley, Ruth Helen Evans, Dorothy
ATHLETIC MGR.
Eunice Perkins’ home in April , to honor
Floydstead , Lorraine Hanson , Joy Havard ,
the women who received letters in February or
Mary Elizabeth Tuck , Ruth Thomas, lna Mae Lee ,
who received sweaters. On June 1 1 , the annual
Lucy May Spencer , Lois Andre , Margaret Boen ,
banquet was held at the Modern Inn to honor new
Flora Mae Davis, Lois Evanson , Ellen Hagberg,
members of this year .
Dorothy Newell , Ida Larson , Isabelle Hudson and

VV

¬

Mary Fae Fulton .

The rest of the officers were : Mildred Schaad ,
vice - president ; Gertrude Ogden , secretary ; Mar ¬
guerite McMasters, treasurer ; Dora Langton , sports
manager . The new officers are : Gertrude Ogden ,

WAA introduced a new plan for hiking this
year . Thelma Melsnes appointed the hike leaders
and set dates for the hikes . The hike leaders were :

president ; Annabel Norton , vice- president ; Har ¬
riet Giske , secretary ; June Shinkle, treasurer ; Mar ¬
guerite McMasters, sports manager.

Annabel Norton , Sylvia Asp , Alice Grimes, Lor ¬
raine Hanson , Ruth DeSpain , June Shinkle , Thelma
Melsnes , Brunhilde Wislecenus , Dorothy Best , An ¬
nabel Biggie , Lois Twaddle, Vivian Larsen and
Anne Pemerl . The gym jubilee was also sponsored
by the WAA .

The membership includes as members : Loretta
Altman , Dora Langton , Vivian Larsen , Mildred
Schaad , Marian Sherman , Miriam Weigle , Ann
66
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W O M E N S' S P O R T S

\ A TITH considerable
V V spirit as well as

interest being shown in
in attitude , the women ’ s
sports program was successfully carried out . Under
the capable direction of Miss Pernina Collins, wom ¬

TUMBLING
Tumbling gained a large following with fifteen
women finally making the requirements. Their
work was displayed at the gym jubilee . They
learned head stands, forward rolls, egg rolls , back
rolls , shoulder stands, cartwheels , animal walks,
hand walking, sommersaults and pyramids. The
turnouts were held on Wednesday afternoons al ¬
most every week of the year . Dora Langton com ¬
pleted her fourth year of tumbling while Marguer ¬
ite McMasters ended her third . Annabel Norton
showed outstanding ability as a tumbler . There
was a lot of new material which insures a good
team for next year . Tumbling offers a chance for
women to learn a better body balance and poise .

en ’ s gym instructor , and Thelma Melsnes , president
of the Women ’ s Athletic Association , many women
enjoyed the various activities sponsored by the de ¬
partment. The freshmen showed considerable abil ¬
ity by winning two of the class championships and
being runner - ups in the other two. They won bas ¬
ket ball and baseball , and all three places on the
tennis team . The managers for the teams were :
Mary Elizabeth Tuck , baseball ; June Shinkle , arch ¬
ery ; Thelma Melsnes, tennis ; Joy Havard , volley
ball ; Alice Grimes , hockey ; Loretta Altman , bas ¬
ketball .
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VOLLEYBALL

HOCKEY

The sophomores annexed the volley ball cham ¬
pionship by defeating the freshmen 1 9 to 12. The
two finalists met as a result of decisively defeating
the two upperclass teams by large scores. The
championship game was close until the last few
minutes when the freshmen failed to beat off the
stronger sophomore attack . Annabel Biggie , cap ¬
tain of the sophomore squad , Alice Crimes , Gert ¬

As there were not enough juniors and seniors
turning out to make separate teams , the two classes
joined forces and defeated the two lowerclass
teams , thus laying claim to the 1933 hockey title .
The freshman squad defeated the sophomores in a
preliminary tilt and met the upperclassmen in the
final game. The experience of the older women
proved too much for the freshmen , they being de ¬
feated 4 to 2.

rude Ogden , and Mary Louise Wortman played well .

BASKETBALL
The Kappa

Sigma Theta sorority basketball

squad successfully defended their crown by de ¬
feating the Independents , 1 3 to 9. As a result of

si

JLIM

this victory the Thetas gained permanent posses
sion of the basketball cup , having won it three
¬

times in succession . The tournament was close ,
with the Independents barely nosing out the

&

Lambda Sigma Chi sextet for second place , followed
by the Delta Alpha Gamma and Alpha Beta Upsilon
squads. Plans are being made to have five inter ¬
sorority sports next year , thus giving all sororities
an equal chance for the competitive honors. The
sports will probably be archery , tennis , babminton ,
basket ball and ping pong. With these sports in ¬
dividual members will be able to participate.

>
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BASEBALL

TENNIS

The freshman baseball nine won the annual
baseball tournament , defeating the sophomores, 18
to 9. This tourney was played twice , the first
resulting in a triple tie , also. The junior - senior
squad conquered the freshmen in their first game ,
but in the second game were defeated , 24 to 4.
The sophomores were beaten both times by the
freshmen . Ida Larson proved to be a reliable cap ¬
tain for the freshmen .

Instead of the usual class tennis meet , a ladder
tournament was held . About 20 women entered
with the top eight receiving points for their letter .
A doubles’ tournament was held to determine the
best team for competition with other colleges. Jane
Ramsby , freshman , represented the women ’s singles
champion in the Northwest Tennis Tournament
held in Salem , Oregon . Lorraine Hanson and Dor ¬
othy Floydstead entered as the doubles’ team .

CLASS BASKETBALL
The freshman sextet upset all predictions and
walked away with the coveted basketball crown .
Two tournaments were played , the first resulting
in a triple tie. In the second tourney , the fresh ¬
men defeated the seniors, 37 to 10 , at the gym
jubilee, and then defeated the sophomores, 16 to
14 , to take the honors . In the first tournament
the seniors had defeated the freshmen , 17 to 12,
but the underclassmen turned the tables at their
second meeting . Dora Langton , senior captain , was
the outstanding member of her team . Bessie
Broeler , senior side - center , played excellent ball ,

r
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.
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Jane Geb , side Anderson
Mildred
,
ert , freshman forward
valuable
,
were
guard
,
Fulton
center , and Mary Fae
additions to their team .
helping her teammates beyond mention .

.

,

C»U£*. RAMSBY ANDERSON HILTON SIMPSON
fftCMXY
DAVIS PERKINS, 9£fRBOHM , GfRBEPT
!> \CK ROW ALTMAN. Mgr
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SWIMMING

The annual archery tournament was scheduled
for May 21 , 23 and 25. Contestants shot 12
arrows apiece from the 30 - , 40- , 50 - yard dis ¬
tances, with the four highest receiving the positions
on their respective teams. Vonne Prather won the
first prize , a bow , in the meet with a score of 92.
Brunhilde Wislecenus won second prize , a set of
arrows, with a score of 88. The meet was won by
the junior team.

A women’s swimming team was entered in the
Western Women’ s Intercollegiate Telegraphic meet
held in March , and emerged in fifth place. No
outstanding times were made by the women , but
excellent experience was received by the various
candidates which can be used next year. Lois
Evanson was the high point scorer in the meet ,
held at the YWCA pool , with her outstanding
stroke the back crawl .
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FRONT ROW: JENNIt ROUGH, HARRIET UOSFNZWCIC BERTHA NEELEY, HELEN ROBERTS, BESSIE
BRO£iQB&
BACK ROW CHARLES 8ILLINCHURST ROBERT REID, CHARLES WILLS,
1

.

CARL MCCONNELL, CARL FAULK , MRS CHARLES A, ROBBINS

LA MESA REDONDA

T NDER the leadership of

-

Mrs. Bertha W. Rob
bins, this club promotes interest in Spanish.
Membership is ouen to all students who have had
two years of Spanish . Carl McConnell was presi ¬
dent for the whole year .
One of the most important events of the year
was a radio program arranged by the members
under the direction of Mrs. Robbins . The students
presented an original play , given in Spanish .

i

Members are Lorraine Arthur , Bessie Breloer ,
Charles Billinghurst, Carl Faulk , Esther Harstad ,
Marion James, Carl McConnell , Bertha Neeley , Ann
Pemerl , Helen Roberts , Jennie Rough , Harriet Ros enzweig , Sheldon Williamson .
Stanley Wells, Ferrill Anderson and Robert Reid
are conditional members, having not yet passed
their third - degree initiation . Flora Mae Davis is
the only pledge .
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ATLAH is an honorary organization for senior

president , Ann Pemerl ; secretary, Gladys Neff ;
treasurer, Harriet Rosenzweig.
Membership of the club included Miriam Weigle,
Eva Tuell , Gladys Neff , Marion Sherman , Ann
Pemerl , Harriet Rosenzweig , Mildred Schaad , Dora
Langton , and Dorothy Foxwell . Seven women were
pledged in chapel this spring and Mrs. C.
A.
Robbins was made an honorary member.

women who have met eligibility require ¬
ments in three fields. To become a member a
woman must have had a scholastic average of
approximately B or over during her three previous
years at the college and must have participated
in
major extra curricular activities.
Officers were president , Marion Sherman ; vice

-

—
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FRONT ROW: MELLINGER NORTON, CRIMES OGOEH, EVANS ROBERTS BANFILL WORTMAN
BACK ROW : HOYT» STUffT LIKINS OLM, BUIKEY BEERS LEE SPENCER
*

S P U R S
1

I * HE CPS chapter of Spurs, national honorary
J pep organization for women, has been active

Beers, Ruth Helen Evans, Alice Grimes, Betty Hoyt,
Ina Mae Lee, Marianna Likins, Evalyn Mellinger ,
Annabelle Norton, Gertrude Ogden, Ruth Purkey,
Helen Roberts, Lucy May Spencer , Esther Stufft,
and Mary Louise Wortman.
The new pledges are :
Lora Bryning, Flora Mae Davis, Marion Davis,
Mary Fay Fulton, Jane Gebert, Dorothy Belle
Harriss, Maxine Hartl, Maurine Henderson, Helen
Howe, Ida Larson, Harriet Pangborn, Eunice Per
kins, Evelyn Taylor, Helen Willison, and Mabel
Wittren.

-

in service work for the school this year. The
membership is composed of sophomore women
chosen from each sorority and from the independ
¬

ents at the end of their freshman year.

Ruth Helen Evans was president of the active
chapter, Thelma Melsnes was junior adviser and
Miss Martha Pearl Jones is faculty adviser. Mem
bers this year were :
Ruth Aim, Margaret Banfill, Mary Elizabeth
¬

¬

INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS CLUB
ERVING as hosts to the Northwest Confer ence of the Carnegie International Relations
clubs was the outstanding piece of work of the

Arthur Harkonen, Foster Teevan, and Betty
Smallridge were officers in the spring of this
year , with Elza Dahlgren, Margaret Amelia John
son and Arthur Harkonen serving in the fall. The
officers - elect are Foster Teevan, president ; Kevet
Shahan, vice - president ; Mary Elizabeth Tuck, sec
retary - treasurer. Frank G. Williston, professor
of history and political science, is adviser of the
group.
With Betty Smallridge, Margaret Janes and Elza
Dahlgren as the delegates, the group was repre
sented at the regional conference for the study of
international relations and campus problems.
¬

local International Relations club this year. Sir
Herbert Ames, guest of honor at the conference,
was presented in a chapel talk by the club. Sir
Herbert, for six years treasurer of the League of
Nations, is one of the outstanding men in inter
national affairs today.
Delegates to the conference came from thirteen
colleges with a total delegation of more than
eighty students ; the regions represented included
British Columbia, Idaho, Oregon and Washington.

¬

¬

¬
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C L U B

men and women who are intending to achieve
a major or a minor in the art department . Members

have a Christmas party. Names are drawn pre
vious to the affair and inexpensive gifts are ex
changed in the holiday manner. This year the

of the club are primarily interested in the study
of art and particularly that of the present day.
Their interests include architecture , sculpture,
drawing and painting, and many of the minor arts.

party was held at the home of Mrs. Herbert
Cochran. A picnic at the Dash Point summer home
of Ruth Thomas was another of the parties for
the members of the club .

.

Art Club of CPS is open only to college

¬

J

¬

For their meetings which are held the second
Thursday of every month, the club meets at homes
of members and frequently at the studio of Miss
Rowena Clement Lung in the Fidelity Building.
Several speakers have presented talks on art sub
jects— both recent and of the past. Among those
who talked were Miss Linda Van Norden of the
college faculty and Mrs. Warren Tomlinson.

Officers of the group were Don Olson, presi
dent ; secretary - treasurer , Clayton Lupton, and
Marion Winge, historian. Advisers to the Art Club
were Miss Lung and Mrs. Cochran.
¬

¬

A list of the men and women who were mem
bers of the club for the past year included Kathryn
Koch, Betty Butler, Don Olson, Vonne Prather,
¬

Marion Winge, Thomas Bell, Pauline Schouw, Clay

For some of the meetings which are very in ¬
formal a series of reports were given by members
of the club who had information on unusual, and

¬

ton Lupton, Ruth Thomas, Harriet McGill, Sara

Lawson, Margaret Martin, Foster Teeven, Wilhelm
Bakke, Ben Knoell, Anna Lois Hertzberg, Irene
Hokum , Ruth Helen Evans, Beverly Tompson and

interesting facts in the art world.

It has been customary for the organization to

Betty Bardsley .
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BACK ROW . HARTFORD THUNE LLOYD SEARING GERALD FREEMAN RICHARD RICH IVER BELSVIG
.
FRONT ROW . CLAUDE STEEVES, ROBERT CARLYLS, PROF. HENRY, FOSTER ALLEN,
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HI PI SIGMA is a national professional chem v^/ ical fraternity. The College of Puget Sound
has the distinction of having the Gamma chapter

third degree member one must have completed
thirty - three hours of chemistry with an average
grade in chemistry of two- point - two ( 2.2 )

.

which was organized this year. The object of Chi
Pi Sigma is to promote social interests, higher
scholarship, and friendly service among college
men whose major interest lies in the field of
chemistry.

The bi - weekly programs consist of papers pre ¬
pared by members of the organization. These are
of such a nature as to be of interest to all mem ¬

Only those who have completed ten hours of
college chemistry and are enrolled in the second
year are eligible to be pledged. To become a first
degree member one must have been pledged one

ter, Robert Carlisle is vice president, Foster Allen,
secretary , Hartford Thune, treasurer , and Iven

bers and yet are technical enough
tional for everyone.

be educa

Claude Steeves is president of the Gamma chap

¬

¬

Belsvig, sergeant - at - arms. Other student members
are William Monzingo, Richard Rich, Howard

semester and have completed fourteen hours of

chemistry with an average grade in chemstry of
“ B” or have completed eighteen hours of chemistry.
A second degree member must have completed
twenty- eight

to

Rickett, Lloyd Searing, and Gerald Freeman. Pro
fessor Henry and Professor McMillan are honorary
members and are also the trustees of the local
chapter.
¬

hours of chemistry. To become a
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FRONT ROW: BALL, BARTER, SPENCER, SANDERS, MITCHELL, LARSON , ALTMAN , ANDERSON.
BACK ROW: FREDERICKS, GALBRAITH, POST, RATCLIFFE, WHEELER, BILLINGS, HOPP, SORENSON , WATSON

.

CHRISTIAN SERVICE
* I ‘HE

Christian Service Club of the College of
Puget Sound is open to any man or woman stu ¬
dent enrolled in school who desires to become a
member . It is an organization whose purpose it is to
be of service to the college and to maintain Chris ¬
tian ideals, and to promote Christian living. Dep ¬
utation teams are sent to aid various churches in
Tacoma and vicinity . Work is also done by mem ¬
bers at the Community House , and morning watch
services are held frequently in the little chapel
especially during the Christmas and Easter periods .

wish to join the organization .

JL

Officers of the Christian Service Club who
served during the past year are president , Frances
Sanders ; vice president , Frank McAllister ;
secretary , Loretta Altman ; treasurer , Eldon Billings .
Committees appointed by the president were Ruth
Barter , deputation ; Phyllis Andrews, morning
watch ; Frank McAllister , program ; Frances Spen ¬
cer and Miles Post , membership for first and sec ¬
ond semester respectively ; Nina Ball , community
house .

—

Meetings of the past year were held the second
Thursday night in every month at the various
churches . Prominent speakers were often asked to
appear on the program , and at other times the
meetings were purely for social purposes. Pro ¬
fessor A. L. Fredericks and Dr . E . C . Wheeler are
advisers to the group .

The membership list included the following 34
members :

Loretta Altman , Gwen Anderson, Maralta An ¬
derson , Phyllis Andrews, Nina Ball , Ruth Barter ,
Eldon Billings , Myrtle Dexter , Arthur L. Frederick ,
Helen Galbraith , Virginia Gardner , Charles Gib ¬
bons , Esther Harstad , Frank McAllister , Elsie Mit ¬
chell , John Moffett, Miles Post , Glenn Ratcliffe ,

The “ star" idea was employed in the program
for the picnic which is traditionally a part of the
last meeting , held in May .

Frances Sanders, Pauline Sanders , Ralph Smith ,
Frances Spencer, Lucy May Spencer , Carroll Spra ¬
gue, Eloise Tuell , Orville Weeks, Bernard Watson ,
Mary Sorenson , Corinne Wassell , Ida Larson ,
Charles Creesy.

Each semester there is held a recognition service
at some church for the purpose of acknowledging
as members those people who have signified their
76
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ROW i : MCDONALD, SANDERS, PADFIELD CARTLIY, TUELL, STOTLER, HANSEN, SCHAAD.
ROW 2: MACILL, BARTER, SORENSON HARSTAD, TUELL COFFMAN SPENCER , MITCHELL, ALLEN SHRUM ,
GALBRAITH
ROW 3 BANFILL, CRIMES, STUFFY, ANDREWS, ALTMAN, OSSER , DAVIS, BRYNINC, WITTRiN, HALL DEXTER,
DEXTER
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KAPPA PHI
T f APPA PH ! is the national club of Methodist
-L\. college women . College of Puget Sound has

—

.

tion . Other officers were vice president , Edith
Coffman ; corresponding secretary, Margaret Ban fill ; recording secretary , Esther Stufft , treasurer ,
Ruth Barter ; historian , Bernice Hansen ; chaplain ,
Helen Galbraith .
The pine , rose and candle are symbols for the
organization , and Chi chapter employs the Creek
letters of Kappa and Phi for its pin or recognition
is worn by the following members :
Seniors : Loretta Altman , Phyllis Andrews, Ruth
Barter , Helen Galbraith , Reba Hall , Esther Har stad , Harriet McGill , Elsie Mitchell , Mildred Schaad ,
Eva Tuell , and Eloise Tuell .
Juniors : Eunice Allen , Jeannette Amidon , Nina
Ball , Edith Coffman , Myrtle Dexter , Dorothy Esser ,
Marjorie McDonald , Frances Sanders , Lois Twaddle
and Frances Spencer.
Sophomores : Margaret Banfill , Alice Grimes.
Bernice Hansen , and Esther Stufft .
Freshmen : Lora Bryning , Floramae Davis, Har ¬
riet Gartley, Ida Larsen , Pauline Sanders and Kath ¬
ryn Schrumm .
Five women were pledged at the beginning of
the second semester and initiation services were
held early in May. The new members are Mar ¬
garet Dester , Dorothy Padfield , Mary Sorenson ,
Anna Mae Stoller and Mabel Wittren .

Chi chapter as the local branch of the organization
which is represented in leading colleges of the
United States. To become a member a girl must
be Methodist either by membership in a church of
that denomination or by her stated preference.
Pledging is held the first of each semester and
formal initiation takes place at a ceremony the
last of the semester in which the girl is pledged .
Meetings which were held every second and
fourth Monday at various homes were planned in
advance for the whole year with the theme of
“ Building, ” and more particularly the idea of cath ¬
edrals . A year book was published in conjunction
with the planning of the program in order to ful ¬
fill one of the requirements of the national board .
As part of their theme the group received spec ¬
ial instruction in different departments of the
church and the way in which each is administered .
Some of the meetings were purely social with en ¬
tertainment by the members themselves. The
most important endeavor of Chi chapter was a
pageant “ The Living Church ” to which Methodist
ministers were guests. The majority of the mem ¬
bership participated in the affair.
Mildred Schaad was president of the organiza
¬
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D E L T A KAPPA PHI
Heuston , Lloyd Searing , Fred Stockbridge and
Charles Thomas.
Juniors : Robert Becker , Charles Billinghurst,
Murray Johnson , Paul Kohler , William Sherman ,
Ray Wall , Robert Wilson , Nicholas Zittel , Mark
Whitman .
Sophomores : Eugene Bush , Gerald Freeman ,
Ivan Humphreys , Franklin Larson , Robert Lyons ,
Lawrence Munz , Donald Olson , Larry Pemberthy,
Howard Rickett , Donald Whitworth , Charles Zittel .
Freshmen : Bill Bannister , Ernest Bonney ,
Charles Carroll , Fred Hamisch , Hunter Johnson ,
Robert Kemp, Donald Kruzner , Clifford Opheim ,
David Ailing , Charles Rancifer , Charles Shireman ,
Bill Sorenson .

-

the services of Prof . Warren C. Tom
1 linson as adviser, Delta Kappa Phi has been
most fortunate . During the last school year the
fraternity has been prominent in college activities,
inclding debate, band , dramatics , athletics, student
body offices, journalism , and choral society pro ¬
grams. Retaining the scholarship trophy for the
fifth consecutive time and the debate award for
the fourth consecutive year , the fraternity has
remained supreme in grade standing as well as

|N securing

forensics.
Dedicating a memorial plaque to Prof . Homer
Maris has been one of the group’ s outstanding
achievements of the year .
Successful social affairs gave added contribu ¬
tions to the year’s high - lights.

OFFICERS

-

Thirty nine men are members or pledges of
Delta Kappa Phi this year. The group was organ ¬
ized in 1921 22. Charles Thomas was president in
the fall semester of 1933 34 and Frank Heuston
in the spring semester .
Members and pledges :
Seniors : Walter Brown , Vern Davis, Frank

Fall
Spring
Charles Thomas
Frank Heuston
President
V . President
Frenk Heuston
Nicholas Zittel
Gerald Freeman
Murray Johnson
Rec. Sec .
Ivan Humphreys Corres. Sec. Charles Billinghurst
Larry Pemberthy
Gerald Freeman
Treasurer
Donald Olson
Historian
Lloyd Searing

-

-
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RiCHARO Z 6HNDER

RUDOLPH ANDERSON

DOUGLAS SOWN

ALVIN BROWN

DONALD SHAW

MILT WOODARD
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ARTHUR COMEORT

HMMAAJAILM
HERMAN ESTES

WARDCILMORE

ARNOLD

GEORGE NACE

LBU£K'3f?CCR

IAMES SCHRENCOHST

SIGMA ZETA EPSILON
|^\ URING the present school

year the fraternity
part
in school affairs,
has
taken
active
iS
an
prominent
ASCPS
in
members
having several of its
,
sports
program
the
fra ¬
offices. In the intramural
Sigma
Zeta
part
active
.
ternity has also taken an
Epsilon has in its position this year , the first - place
trophies for indoor ball , volley ball , playground ball ,
track , and second place trophy for basketball . As a
result of this successful participation in the intra ¬
mural program the fraternity was awarded the
trophy given to the organization amassing the
greatest number of points in all sports.

jack Sprenger spring president.

Members are:

Seniors : Rudy Anderson , Stan Bates , William
Command , Julius Davidson , Jack Slatter , Jack
Sprenger , Gov Teats and Dick Zehnder.

Juniors : James Schrengohst,
Leonard Moline.

Freshmen : Bob Anderson , Tom Bell , Herman
Estes , Ward Gilmore , Dan Hewitt , Jim Howe,
Marc Janes , Wes Johnson , Martin Nelson and Bob
Smyth .
Pledges : Art Comfort, Jess Dawkins, Harvey
Hawkins, Ted Kitchen , Carl Klemme , Bill Mac Mahon , Gene Millikin , George Nace , Gene O’ ¬
Donnell , Emory Piper , Gene Rickabaugh , Roger
Scudder and John Hazen.

The Sigma Zeta Epsilon fraternity, organized

-

in 1921 22 , had this year 31 members and 13

Julius Davidson

Ennis and

Sophomores : Doug Bohn , Alvin Brown , Herb
Edwards, jack Green , Bill Hippie , Arnold Leuen berger , Keith Schneider , Don Shaw , Foster Teevan ,
and Paul Wagley .

The fraternity has also carried on its customary
social program , which included four dances, the
pledge dance, the Bowery dance, the Spring in ¬
formal , the Christmas dance , and the annual picnic.
A successful program in chapel was also conducted
by the fraternity .

pledges.

James

was fall president and
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ALPHA CHI NU
n^ HE Chi Nus organized as a fraternity in 1922-

Ed House and Bernard Brotman were yell leaders
and Paul Frederickson was elected leader for next
year.

J.

23 . This year the 38 members were headed
by William Gibson as fall president and Claude
Steeves as spring president .

This year more than successful in that an active
Mothers’ Club was organized , which sponsored a
successful party at the fraternity house on Sixth
Avenue .

Members are ;

Seniors : Ray Chard , William Gibson , Willard
Haynes , Edward House , William LeVeque , Wil ¬
liam McCullough and Claude Steeves.

Juniors : Robert Carlisle ,
and Pete Dale .

James

Four affairs were enjoyed by members this
school year . They were : The pledge banquet for
members at the Fircrest Club House ; party and
dance at the fraternity house ; the early Spring In ¬
formal at the Puyallup Elks Temple , which was
attended by two score couples April 14 , and the
alumni Banquet held late this spring .

Montgomerie

Sophomores: Melvin Boesche, Bernard Brotman ,
Charles Curran , Carl Ellis, Robert Farley , Jack
Fewell, Francis Guhr, Edward Havel , Earl Hill strand , William Hull , LeRoy Alsbury , Robert Wil ¬
liams, Ed Bonner , Alfred Seversen and James
Skewis .

The Chi Nu membership has this year been
swelled to 39 members and pledges and achieved
fair success toward the goal of being represented
in all activities and raising the scholarship average
of the fraternity.

Freshmen : William Babnick , Lyle Baker , Harry
Betts , Ted Betz , Harold Carlson, Paul Frederickson ,
Larry Hjorten , Jack Leik , Elmer Olsen , Amos Reid ,
Jack Schonborn , Vic Vine and Willard Wenman.

Intramural standing of Alpha Chi Nu has also
been raised and strong teams have functioned in
indoor baseball , volley ball , basket ball , play ground
ball , tennis and golf .

Alpha Chi Nu has been well represented in
stu ¬
dent affairs. William LeVeque ASCPS President .
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DELTA PI OMICRON
I A ELTA Pi Omicron ,

organized in 1926- 27
had this year 34 members under the leader ¬
ship of Pat Steele in the fall semester and Al
Winterhouse in the spring.

The fraternity was represented by men who
were outstanding in football , basketball , student
body affairs and other college activities.

The Omicrons were far ahead during the en ¬
tire intra mural basketball season and finally won
with an average of .818, winning nine games and
losing only two. The men of the fraternity were
active in intra - mural baseball , track , tennis and

Seniors : Pat Steele , Howard Clifford and Bur
dette Sterling.

—

J y

Members and pledges are :

-

¬

juniors : Owen Gallagher , Al Winterhouse , Bill
Cleveland , Carl McConnell , Ed Veatch and Clen

Grant.

golf .

Perhaps the most novel social affair of the col ¬
lege year was sponsored by this group . It was an
“ overall - gingham dress” dance held at the Moose

Sophomores : Wayne Briles , Erling Erickson , jack
Burns , Boyd Dickinson , Bob Pollen , Storrs Water ¬
man , Lois Jezek , Louie Magrini , Al Cleveland , Ed
Trimble and Jack Morlock .

Hall in Sumner . Another dance was held in the
Roof Carden of the Masonic Temple . At the
Modern Inn a Yuletide fireside dance was enjoyed
by the group and their friends. A dance, May 12,
was held at Fircrest.

Freshmen : Henry Magnussen , Dan Mullen , Wal ¬
ter Stroud , Brandt Bede, Harold Johnson , Wildy
Kimball , Douglas Shurtluff , Kenneth Ohiser , Bob
Trimble, Garry Lewis, Al Cozza , Mark Canterbury,
Ed Haley and Walter Lindquist.
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IGMA Mu Chi fraternity , organized in 1921 22, had this year a membership of 36 . Seth
Innis was the fall president and Delmore Martin
the spring president .

(

ARTHUR MANLEY
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Creighton Flynn , Delmore Martin , Arthur Manley .
Sophomores : Truman Bishop , Franklin Castillo,
Cordon Cummings , Carl Faulk , Dayton Finnigan ,
Edward Harrigan , Carl Kuhl , Clarence Johnson ,
Bruce Persing, Robert Richards, Richard Rich , Har ¬
old Rock , Kenneth Williams.

Seniors : Seth Innis, Philip Carlson , Robert Ra ¬
leigh , Robert Summers , Dick Link .
Philip Burroughs,

DAYTON FINNIGAN

ftft ft

S I G M A

Juniors :

WILLIAM ADAMS

ft ft ft ft ft
ft ft

PITEDWARD HARRIGAN

ROBERT SUMMERS

.

Freshmen : William Adams, William Fry , Ed
Burkland , Robert Jackson , Wallace Potucek , Art
Gilmore , Joe Kent , Gilbert Smith , Ed Keys .

John Bennett, Ralph

Smith , Elden Billings , Kenneth Powers , Mel Brown ,
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INTER-FRATERNITY COUNCIL
1

I * HE council is composed of two men from each
X fraternity, usually the president and one other

are the main ideals of the various groups, and new
members are instilled with these qualities accord
ing to the efforts of the fraternity.
¬

member elected by his fraternity. Its business is
to formulate rushing plans, social events and to

Intramural scholarship and sports competition
have added greatly to the success of every frater
nity. To encourage the scholarship the men of
the faculty have offered a cup to the fraternity
having the highest average. Delta Kappa Phi has
retained the scholarship cup the last two years
and Sigma Zeta Epsilon has led the way in sports
by winning the two cups offered for intra - mural

.

act upon inter - fraternity problems

The presidency
is taken in turn by each group and the office of
secretary is elective among the members.

¬

Houses are maintained by the fraternities near
the campus, which proximity is a proven con
venience to members and an aid to the various
campus activities.
Manliness, scholarship, service and brotherhood
¬

.

sports

wmwkill
em

,

GENEVIEVE CRIMES

INTER
TNTER-SORORITY

DOROTHY FOXWELL

-

BETTY SMALLRIDCE

DORA LANGTON

SORORITY

for the regulation of sorority affairs. Supervision
of rushing and administering rushing rules is an

.

COUNCIL

trophies are offered. The Stevens’ Scholarship
Cup was won again this year by Kappa Sigma
Theta which also won the Sixth Avenue Business

council is the governing body

JL

important function of the Council

AETNA TIMMERMAN

Men’s Basketball Cup .

Membership

consists of the president of each sorority and one
member elected at large from each of the groups.

All four sororities, Lambda Sigma Chi , Delta
Alpha Gamma, Alpha Beta Upsilon and Kappa
Sigma Theta, center their activities in sorority
rooms in Jones Hall. When the building program
is achieved houses will be provided on the campus

The aim of the sororities is to develop in their
members the ideals of womanhood. Competition
is keen among the various groups in the field of
scholarship and athletic prowess for which two

which will be leased to the social groups.
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ALPHA BETA UPSILON
7\

LPHA Beta Upsilon sorority , one of the most
recently organized women ’ s social organiza ¬
in
school , originated in 1925 - 26. This year
tions
there were 24 members. Fall president was Har ¬
riet McGill and spring president was Aetna Tim ¬
merman .

the Girl Reserve Camp , Miyajima , on Fox Island .
The first weekend in May the group spent at
Brown ’ s Point.

-

JLA

Mothers and Sponsors were entertained at a tea
in the sorority room on the afternoon of May 1 0 .
The members are : Harriet McGill , Irene Hocum ,
Annalois Hertzberg and Reba Hall.

There were three dances and two houseparties
besides the rushing and pledging events planned
by this group during this college year . Members
were entertained by the pledges at a dance at
Fircrest in November . A gay St . Patrick ’ s Day
dance was held at the Elks’ Temple in Puyallup .
The spring semi -formal was held May 12 at the
Winthrop.

Juniors : Edith Coffman , Mildred Grosser , Louise
Paine, Margaret Johnson , Geneva Kenway , Sarah
Tierney and Aetna Timmerman .
Sophomores : Esther Stufft , Lois Farrand , Mar ¬
garet Banfill and Ruth Purkey.

Freshmen : Barbara Raymond , Mary Simmons ,
Elizabeth Lee, Mabel Wittren , Ruth McGeehan ,
Myrtle Dunbar , Pauline Schouw , Helen Willison
and Marion Davis.

There were two houseparties. Members and
pledges spent the weekend between semesters at

"
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GENEVICVt CRIMES

OOKOTHY FOXWELL

MILDRED ANDERSON
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UARCARET BOEN

MARGARET |AMK

DORALANGTON

r rllrtI A d
HELEN MOORE

RUTH MOLINE

HARRIET ROJiNZWEIC

MILDRED $CHAAD

-r->

'

CERTRwOt DAVIS

ML

LOIS EVAhlSON

AILIEN HOARS

'

«•

33S
DORE ROBERTS

KEVET 5HAHAN

LUCY MAY SFtNCCR

KAPPA
1f APPA Sigma Theta
-La 1921 - 22, was one of

EUNICE PERKINS

ANN STBOBIL

SIGMA

sorority, organized

THETA

tions, Adelphian Choral and scholarship activities.

in

-

the largest social groups
for women on the campus this year, with 41
women on the roll. Dorothy Foxwell was presi

Members are :
Seniors : Dorothy Foxwell, Genevieve Crimes,
Margaret Janes, Dora Langton, Ruth Moline, Har
riet Rosenzweig, Mildred Schaad, Helen Moore and

¬

¬

dent for the fall semester and Genevieve Grimes
in the spring.

Rachel Schneider .
Juniors : Gertrude Davis, Elza Dahlgren, Martha
Forsyth, Aileen Hobbs, Katharine Mann and Car net Paulson.
Sophomores : Ruth Day, Virginia Gardner , Ruth
Jaeger, Evalyn Mellinger, Annabell Norton, Kevet
Shahan, Lucy May Spencer and Mary Louise Wort -

Kappa Sigma Theta again captured the Blanche
W. Stevens Scholarship Cup for the highest grade point average.

The group had held this trophy for
Another prize gained by the sorority
was the basketball cup awarded annually to the
winner of the women’s intra -mural competition.

.

two years

man.

The outstanding social event was a party carried
out entirely in a nautical theme at the Country
Club, March 17 . More than 50 guests were enter
tained at the novel dinner dance.

Freshmen : Mildred Anderson, Muriel Beerbohn,
Margaret Boen, Martha Buckley, Gail Day, Lois

¬

Evanson, Iris Fear,

Jane Cebert, Dorothy Bell
Harriss, Eunice Perkins, Jane Ramsby, Dore Rob
erts, Betty Simpson, Dorothy Ann Simpson, Ann
Strobel, Betty Wilhelmi and Marian Winge
Faculty advisers are Miss Ann Crapser, also a
member, and Mrs. Homer Maris.
¬

The regular Theta houseparty between semesters
was enjoyed at a private home at Brown’s Point.
The group was well represented in debate, dra
matics, athletics, Y. W., student affairs, publica

.

¬

¬
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DELTA ALPHA GAMMA
r\ ELTA

Alpha Gamma sorority was organized
1925 - 26. Members and pledges
tor 1933-34 number 20 women . Elizabeth Fox
Kress was fall president of the group succeeded by
Betty Smallridge.

—

1

girls who were : attendent to the May Queen , sec ¬
retary of the student body , active debaters, en ¬

S locally in

trants in the women’s oratorical contests, the gym
jubilee , women’ s athletics and the president of
Spurs.

Among the outstanding social affairs of this
group was the spring informal which was held in
the form of a dinner dance at the Bonneville hotel
on March 24 . A summer dance was planned for

Members and pledges include :
Seniors : Ann Sharp, Vivian Larsen and Eliza ¬
beth Fox Kress. Juniors : Sara Lawson , Betty
Smallridge, Adelyn Sylvester and Berenice Miller.
Sophomores : Helen Roberts and Ruth Helen Evans.
Freshmen : Floramae Davis, Olive Whorley , Isabelle
Hudson , Ellen Hagberg, Jo Ann Grant , Mary Fay

June 8. Mothers were honored at a tea held the
afternoon of April 25. Between the semesters ,
Wauna Beach , near Gig Harbor , was the scene of
the regular Gamma houseparty.

Fulton , Lora Bryning , Betty Butler , Letty Clanton ,
Marjorie McGilvray and Marie Cinelli .

The sorority was represented in school affairs by
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ELVERNA ARSEN

ANNE PEMERL

KATHRYN ST CLAIR

w

DW
jfeWSs • COOK

BEVERLY THOMPSON

ELEANOR DAVIES

Pflr
PRANCES dUS

ESTHER CIUS

MIRIAM WEICLE

MARGARET VAR*!

LOIS ANDRE

MARY ELIZABETH BEERS

rk

VERA KIRBY

MARGUERITE MeMASTER

>

IkTl M
HARRIET PANCBORN

THELMA MELSNES

DOLCHfcS THfUA

VIOLETYAULSEN

MARGARET TILLEY

i

A

MARY E. TUCK

LAMBDA SIGMA CHI
1

I ' HE 41 members of Lambda Sigma Chi

Seniors : Vera Kirby , Elverna Larson , Anne Pem erl , Kathryn St . Clair , Beverly Thompson , Truly
Physeck , Miriam Weigle , Winnifred Holm and
Bonnie Hardman .

sorority ,

JL organized in 1921 - 22, were led for the en ¬
tire year by President Betty Hessert.
A Hollywood idea for the January dance for
members of the sorority and their friends was one
of the novel social events of the year. This was
held at the Elks’ Temple in Puyallup . Other of
the more outstanding socials were the Spring in ¬
formal held at the Country Club on May 5. The
regular pledging houseparty between semesters was
this year at the Girl Scout Camp at Horsehead Bay .
Several teas and novel rushing affairs were planned

Juniors : Betty Hessert , Marguerite McMaster,
Thelma Melsnes, Brunhilde Wislecenus, Dorothy
Sharp and Evelyn Frank.
Sophomores : Mary Elizabeth Beers , Dorothy
Best , Betty Hoyt , Ina Mae Lee , Marianna Likins,
Margaret Martin , Virginia Callson , Kathrine King ,

and Mary Elizabeth Tuck .
Freshmen : Maxine Hartl , Jean Beers, Janet
Cook, Eleanor Davies, Harriet Ciske , Lorraine
Hanson , Catherine Munroe , Violet Paulson , Jessa ¬
mine Pugh , Phyllis Swanson , Dolores Theda , Mar ¬
garet Tilley , Harriet Pangborn , Helen Howe , Esther
Cius, Frances Gius and Lois Andre.

by the group.

Members of the sorority were active in athletics ,
publications , dramatics, YW, student activities
and scholarship .
Members are :
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H O N O R A R I E S
ALPHA PHI GAMMA

PI

Alpha Phi Gamma, a national co- educational
journalism fraternity has a branch

DELTA

The College of Puget Sound has the Washing ¬
Alpha chapter of this national honorary
forensic fraternity. Membership is given only to

honorary

ton

CPS for upper class men and women who have
done outstanding work in journalism. Milt Wood
ard was president of the organization for the fall
semester and Arthur Linn in the spring.

at

those who have competed in two intercollegiate
debates on a Puget Sound team, or have represent
ed the college in an intercollegiate oratorical con

¬

¬

¬

test.

Other members are : Dick Link, Kathryn St .
Clair, Thelma Melsnes, Fred Stockbridge, Elza
Dahlgren, Margaret Janes, Howard Clifford, Mar

Dr.

John D.

Regester is president of the local

chapter. Members are :

¬

.

guerite McMaster and Delmore Martin

Prof. Charles T. Battin, who is number - two
member of all Pi Kappa Delta membership in the

Pledges are : Ann Pemerl, Beverly Thompson,
Charles Thomas, Franklin Castillo, Lois Twaddle,
Dorothy Nadeau, Dick Zehnder and Gertrude

United States, Frank Heuston, Charles Thomas,
Arthur Linn, Ruth Moline, Margaret Janes, Ken
neth Powers, William LeVeque, Gladys Neff , Jean
nette Amidon and Ora Willmott.
¬

Davis.

PI

KAPPA

¬

G A M M A

M U

New pledges are : Harwood Bannister, Jack Leik,
Jane Ramsby, Maurine Henderson,
Lora Bryning and Olive Whorley.

Pi Gamma Mu is a national honorary social
science fraternity . Juniors and seniors who have
done superior work in the social sciences are
eligible for election to membership. Prof. Charles

Charles Zittel,

T. Battin was president of the local chapter during
this year.

MU SIGMA DELTA
Mu Sigma Delta is a local general scholastic
honorary for junior and senior students who are
in the upper ten per cent of their classes. This
year Prof . George F. Henry was the president of

Fully paid members are :

Students, Edythe Harlow, graduate student and
Assaf Husmann.

the group. There are seven student members and
sixteen faculty members.

Faculty, Charles T. Battin, Ellery J. Capen,
Walter S. Davis, Louis O. Grant, Floyd O. Hite,
Miss Margaret Irwin, John D. Regester, James R.
Slater, Blanche W. Stevens, Darrel Thomas and
Dr. Samuel Weir.

Faculty : Prof . Frank G. Williston, Dr. C. O.
Chapman, Miss Anna H. Crapser, Prof. Walter S.

Davis, Dean Raymond C. Drewry, Miss Doris Fickel,
Prof . Georg F. Henry, Prof. Julius P. Jaeger , Dr.

Arthur W. Martin, Dr. John D. Regester, Mr.
Charles A . Robbins, Dr. Raymond S. Seward, Prof .
James R. Slater, Mr . Darrel Thomas, Dr. Edward
H. Todd, Dr. Samuel Weir and Miss Margaret
Irwin.

THETA ALPHA PHI
Theta Alpha - Phi, the national honorary dra
fraternity, had the following officers
for 1933 - 34: Kenneth Powers, president ; James
Schrenghost, vice president and Marion Sherman,
secretary - treasurer. Other members of the local
group are Gladys Neff , Lois Hoover, Ellen Jorgen
son and Evalyn Mellinger .
¬

matic

Students : Gladys Neff , Mildred Schaad, Dorothy
Foxwell, Ruth Barter , Anne Pemerl and Edythe
Harlow.

¬
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ADVERTISING

70 Years Furnishing Better Homes

/CUCENFELUr
PACIFIC AVENUE
AT 15TH STREET

F. D. Hill & Company
Insurance, Real Estate
Surety Bonds

SUN DRUG
COMPANY

306 Rust Building
MAin 3127
“ Expert

Drugmen”

6th Avenue at Anderson

a

a

f

-a
MAin 9414

Theodore Gaffney

MAin 0646

Mortuary

WE DEVELOP FILMS FREE

Yakima at Tenth

-

.a

B

Tacoma, Wash.

k

i ?r

x

BIG
BAG

5«

F I S H E R’S

A I lf
GAG

SALTED PEANUTS

5C

Fresh Roasted

FISHER - DAHL NUT PRODUCTS COMPANY
Tacoma, Washington
B

—

a
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H . P. ROUSE

WM . KLINCE

Sixth Avenue Sheet Metal Works
610 NORTH PINE STREET
Telephone Broadway 4737

Sky Lights - Cutter and Downspouts - Cornices
Restaurant and Kitchen Work - Furnace and Stove Repairing
Tar and Gravel Roofing and Repairing

a
"H

EASTMAN
KODAK STORES, Inc.

The Home of Distinctive ,
but not Expensive
Furniture

?

910 Broadway

Kodak Finishing
Enlarging and Coloring

Fountain Pens and Pencils

HctnftnaH - dconaul

Barometers and Thermometers

o.

Kodak Albums

Opposite the Post Office MAin 1 103

Tacoma , Washington

it

Your Kodak Headquarters*

i

-
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GOODYEAR TIRES

EXIDE BATTERIES

MODERN CARS DEMAND MODERN TIRES
The New Goodyears Are Made For the Hardest Service
at

SHAUB-ELLISON CO.
19 th Gr PAC. AVE.
Distributors of Goodyear Tires and Tubes
ALEMITE LUBRICATION
91

BRdwy. 1115

CAS AND OIL

-s

0'

'B

HOME OF SPALDING ATHLETIC EQUIPMENT

WASHINGTON HARDWARE
CCMRANy

924 Pacific Avenue— Tacoma, Washington

BUILDERS’ HARDWARE

MECHANICS’ TOOLS

-

a
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,
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Costumes

Tuxedos

Dress Suits

APPLING PLUMBING & HARDWARE
COMPANY

Neal E. Thorsen
926

^ Broadway

Wigs

-

MAin 4861

Hair Goods

Masks

Sk.

-a

0.

a

“ Flowers That Express Your
Sentiment”

2905 Sixth Avenue

EARLEy’X
Florist Shop

.

MAin 6385

BRoadway 2823

Sixth and Pine

.a a;

Hi

-

-a
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(

Einyonize Your Eyes
Examination

Without
Charge
Dr. H. C. Nickelsen

BINYON

OPTICAL CO.

920 Broadway

BRoadway 1421

a*.
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ORDER
CORSAGES
FROM

Tacoma Yellow Cab
Company
GRAY LINE MOTOR TOURS

Yellow Cabs - Limousine - Ambulance
Funeral Cars - Black Cabs - Sight
Seeing and Chauffeur Service

Flowers for all occasions
Special Containers for
Birthdays or Dinners

Anywhere - Anytime

_

f.

Fidelity Building
1

255 South 11 th

rfi

i

ie

®

MAin 7113

.0

Class and Fraternity Pins
a Specialty

LAND

Watchmakers

General Farming,
Specialized Farming

SPRENGER JONES CO.

Jewelers

Recreational
Grazing
Reforestation

-

50 - .75

i . oo - up

Also

Busses for Special Trips

!Bv

1133 Broadway

Tacoma , Wash .

a

-

Any Amount 1 Acre or 10,000
Easy Terms Low Prices

-

Cassedy and Allen
|

WEYERHAEUSER
LOGGED OFF LAND COMPANY
910 Tacoma Building

a

^

ANDER’S
FLORISTS

MAin 1122

Office : 2813 Pacific Avenue MAin 8481
Depot : 8 th & A Streets BRoadway 1094

Prices

Funeral Directors

J

Tacoma, Washington

(

k
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John

So. I Street

Cassedy A. P. Allen

John Fortenhroch
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A Wise xVlan 5a, ves
The man who £> uts something away for a “ rainy day”
has always heen a man of wisdom and always will heStart A Savings Account Now!

THE NATIONAL BANK OF TACOMA
1 acoma , A^ asliington
, jsi

a

a m

'.

Safety for Savings

•
'

S

Complete Stock of Supplies for

Boats and Yachts
Start your financial independence
early with the oldest associa
tion in Tacoma

Fishing Tackle that “ Gets ’ em ”

¬

-

-

PAINTS HARDWARE ROPE

!

‘Spend

Tacoma Savings & Loan

Your Vacation on the Water It ’ s Safer ”

Tacoma Marine

Association

Supply Company

Ninth and A Streets

llth and A Street

-

a.

&
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BRoadway 3224
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THIS 1934 ISSUE OF THE T AM AN AVAS

IS A PRODUCT OF THE PLANT OF

Johnson
mson (
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PRINTERS

Modern Methods
Manufacturers of

-

Modern Equipment
=
Distinctive Annual Covers

726 Pacific Avenue

BRoadway <2.1238

BC
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American Plumbing and Steam Supply Co.
Tacoma , Washington

Steam and Plumbing Supplies
Powder and Blasting Supplies
1908 Pacific Avenue

BRoadway 3171

-

a
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GT

Beckman Electric Store, Inc.

_a
X

Hoyt Doughnut Company
2412 6th Avenue

“ Live Wires”

MAin 5566

Electric Repairs
Wiring

Thor Washers and Ironers
Eureka Cleaners
General Electric Radios
Lighting Fixtures
R.C. A. Radiotrons

FREE BANQUET ROOM

-

2701 6th Avenue MAin 2767
Ik

_

Always Open

•

JS3

&

sr
A NEW MAGIC CHEF GAS RANGE
is the last word in kitchen equipment .

Beautiful Color Combination - Large Heat Controlled Ovens,
and Automatic Lighters

Washington Gas & Electric Company
a
96
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“ Lumber Worth Building With”

JOHN DOVER LUMBER CO.
AFFILIATED WITH

THE ST. PAUL & TACOMA LUMBER CO.
14

-

-a

5

Jij

BECAUSE . . .
Because our Rock Dell Brand stands for the
highest quality, you will always enjoy good
food if you will remember to ask for “ Rock
Dell ” when buying canned fruits and
vegetables

—

E

——

YOUNGLOVE GROCERY CO.

——

—

DUNNING

ELMER

LUSTER ART

.

POSTER CO

DESIGNERS AND PRODUCERS OF
ADVERTISING DISPLAYS
AND SPECIALTIES

7481/2 Market St.

MAin 3036
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Gasoline

Oils

I C E

THE NEW DEAL
SERVICE STATION

Is Nature’ s Refrigerant
There is no Substitute

Corner 6th Avenue & Alder
H . NORMAN , Prop.

Creasing

ICE DELIVERY CO.

Battery Recharging

*

ra

MAin 8161
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College of Puget Sound

Binyon Optical Co.

Home Cooked Food at
Reasonable Prices
Candy - Ice Cream - Cold Drinks

Commons

INCORPORATED

Always Open to Students
Under the management of

DR . H . C . NICKELSEN
920 Broadway
BRdway 1421

Mrs. Bessie Hoover
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KUGEL
PRINTING
COMPANY

Everything in ‘Wearables
for the Co-ed
We offer only standard brand
merchandise , and appreciate

Printers

your patronage

-

Binders - Rulers

If It’ s Printed We Can Do It

^Agents for

—

THEME HOSIERY

Frank M. Skinner Co.
939-941 Broadway
Ek .

*

i

®

“ Binyonize Your Eyes”
Examination Without Charge

B

'

Third Floor Provident Bldg.
Tacoma , Wash .
J . W. KUCEL
,H
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VOGUE LA LOSE
Beauty Shop
Tacoma ’ s Most Modern
and Efficient Beauty Shop
We Specialize in Permanent Waving

I

may be the name

t

of j u s t a n o t h e r

sweater to you, but

/

just ask any Letter-

i

man who owns a
Tacoma , Washington

BRoadway 2104

genuine Wil Wite

New Keyes Bldg.

914 Vi Broadway

Award 1

r
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Porter-Cummings Co.
W,h .
%Q
>

e

V
College Headquarters

*Product of

Home of the Better Grade
( 2 ) Pant Suits and

OLYMPIA KNITTING MILLS, INC.
Olympia , Washington

Furnishings

936 Pacific Avenue
Tacoma , Washington
S
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Tuell
Funeral
Flome

: ..

JE
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1

On Sixth Avenue
Tacoma , Wash .

'0

Hart Schaffer Marx

^
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C L O T H E S

KLOPFENSTEIN ’ S
935- Broadway-937

—

'

B

0

'

Complete School and
Office Equipment
and Supplies

0

'0

FH uchley. 0 Cing (Company.
)
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Funeral Directors

The
STATIONERS, Inc.
926 Pac. Ave .
0

—

Tacoma Avenue at South First
BRdwy. 2166

MA . 2153

~a100Bw

Tacoma , Wash .
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The Smartest Clothes Are Always

!

Tailored to Your Individual Measure #
Suits
$26.50 to $41.50

O’ Coats
$22.50 to $30.50

Tuxedos
$31.00

GIL GUNDERSON
a.

767 BROADWAY

MAIN 6803

s.

WINTHROP HOTEL
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ROBERT RICHARDS
TELEPHONE MAIN 7745

Commercial

m

Photographer

MAIN 2592

'upertor Funeral Service* 9

-

717 710 TACOMA AVE

.

TACOMA WASH .

Photographs Live Forever
a.
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THE WORLD’ S LARGEST

11

10c H OT DOG 10c
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florists

DINE FOR A DIME

H. A. KLOEPPER , Prop .

Flowers for Every Occasion

a.
B-

Member Florists Telegraph Delivery Assn .
We Telegraph Flowers
Phone MAin 0300
256 So . Eleventh

—

Jack’s Lunch
No . 26 th and Proctor

S
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May We Suggest . . .
No Matter What the Occasion

MEDOSWEET DELUXE ICE CREAM
Will Provide a Happy Ending . . .

MEDOSWEET DAIRIES
a.

B
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LIBERAL ENGRAVING COMPANY
TACOMA, WASHINGTON
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1934 ADVERTISERS

Anders Florist

National Bank of Tacoma

American Plumbing Gr Steam Supply

Medosweet Dairies

Appling Plumbing £r Hardware

New Deal Service Station

Beckman Electric Stores

Olympia Knitting Mills

Binyon Optical Co.

People’s Store

Buckley - King

Porter Cummings

Cassedy - Allen Co.

Shaub - Ellison

Commons

Schoenfelds’

Eastman Kodak Stores

Sixth Avenue Sheet Metal Works

Farley’s Floral Shop

Skinner, Frank M .

F . D. Hill Or Co .

Sprenger - Jones Co.

Fisher’ s Nut Co.

Sun Drug Co.

Theodore Gaffney

Stationers, The

Cunderson , Gil

Tacoma Marine Supply

Hartsook’s

Tacoma Savings Cr Loan Assn .

Hayden - Watson Florist

Tacoma Yellow Cab

Hoyt Doughnut Co.

Thorsen , Neal E .

Ice Delivery Co.

Tuell Funeral Home

Jack ’ s Lunch

Vogue La Rose Beauty Shop

Johnson -Cox

Company

Washington Gas & Electric Co.

Kaufman - Leonard Furniture Co.

Washington Hardware

Klopfensteins

Weyerhaeuser Timber Co.

Kugel Printing Co .

Younglove Grocery Co.

Lynn , C . 0.

Liberal Engraving Company

.
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JOHNSON COX CO
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